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Abstract
In t his thesis, a number of robust methods have been developed for estimating the
parameters in a time series setting. To estimate the power s p e c t m of an ARMA
processo an M estimation method has been introduced which maximizes the robust
likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms of the process. This robust
method is useful in estimating the parameters of the continuous spectrum ARMA
process by downweighting the influence of possible discrete spectrum harmonic cornpoiients on the data. The proposed Ad estimation method has been applied to some
act iial time series data sets of sea level records, where a strong presence of tidal (harrnonic) cornponents is observed dong wit h the continuous spectrum surge process.
Here robust estimation of the power spectrum of the surge process has been considered assuming that the surge follows an ARMA process.
A Ghf estimation technique has been introduced for the robust estimates of the
parameters in a nonlinear regression setting with autoregressive errors. The asymp
totic properties of the GILI estimators have been studied in some detail. For choosing
the appropriate order of an autoregressive process, a robust criterion has also been
suggested, which uses the robust version of the Akaike Information Criterion. The
proposed GM estimation and model selection criterion have been applied to a ozone
data set which appears to have nonlinear relationship with some meteorological variables. As the data are collected sequentidy over time, there appears to be a significant serid correlation in the errors. A nonlinear regression model with autoregressive
errors h a . been fitted to this data set for the joint estimates of the regression pararnet ers and the autoregressive parameters.
A new class of influence functions in the fkequency domain has been introduced
in this thesis. Like Hampel's influence function, this frequency influence function
appears to have some close relationship with the asymptotic variance of a time series
funct ional.

viii

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Robust Estimation in Time Series Analysis

So far, most of the robustness theories have concentrated on the development of robust stat istical procedures for the case where the observations are independent. The
theory on robustness in the time series setting has received less concentration, which
is probably due to the increased technical problems imposed by a serial dependence in
the data. Martin (1981) gives an overview of robust methods for time series. Some of
the important developments of robust statistical procedures in the time series setting
niay be found in Kleiner, Martin and Thompson (1979), Martin (1983),Martin and
Yohai (1986). Kleiner, Martin and Thompson (1979) and Martin (1983)discuss the
robust estimation of the spectral density of a time series process. Martin and Yohai
( 1986) introduce a definition for influence functionals of parameter estirnates in time
series models. These influence functions are similar to Hampel's influence functions
for the i.i.d. setting.

In this thesis, we develop some robust methods for analyzing real time series data,
where the ordinary classical methods fail to give us satisfactory results in the presence
of influenti d observations. In chapter 2, we develop a robust Ad estimation method for
estimating the power spectnun of an ARMA process. This robust technique has been
constructed in order to downweight the effect of harmonic components mixed with
the ARMA process. Instead of followisg a pure ARMA process, many oceanographic

data follow a mixed process which can be modeled as an ARMA process mixed with
some harmonic components. In section 2.1, we introduce an oceanogaphic data set
which consists of sea level records at Halifax, Nova Scotia. The principal feature of
the data set is the semi-diunid tide, with period of approximately 12 hours 25 minutes. which is known in the oceanographic literature as the M2 (Moon - 2 cycles per
day) tidal constituent. In addition, the spring-neap cycle is apparent, with relatively
small amplitude tides near the beginning and end of the record, as compared to the
middle of the record. We will presume that the observed sea level record consists of
the sum of two parts, the tide and the surge, the latter being the residual obtained
after removing the tide from the record. The tide consists of a number of h m o n i c
components. In this thesis, our interest is in the structure of the surge. We assume
that the surge follows an ARMA process and our goal is to esthnate the power spectrum of the ARM.4 process. A natural approach would be to remove the hamonic
components from the data using a suitable rnethod and then study the residual for
estimating the power spectrum of the ARMA process. It will be discussed in chapter
2 that the residual series often contains remnants of harmonic components which are
typically not distributed in a stationary fashion. As a consequence, the classical L S
or M L methods often fail to provide efficient estimates of the power spectrum of the
ARMA process.

An alternative approach, and the one taken here, is to downweight the harmonic
components mixed with the ARMA process when estimating the power spectrum of
the ARMA process. In particular, we will assume that the ARMA process has a
continuous spectrum, and wiil allow for the possibility of contaminating harmonic
constituents in the process. In the frequency domain, this presumes that the spectrum of the observed data consists of the sum of a continuous (surge) spectrum, and
that this may be contaminated by a discrete spectnun (tidal) process. Our goal will
be to downweight the influence of the discrete spectrum process on our estimate of
the continuous spectral component.
An estimate of the power spectrum of an ARMA process can be obtained by
maximizing the approximate likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms

which are approximately independent complex nomals with mean O and variance as
a function of the power s p e c t r u . Whittle (1953) introduced this Gaussian fitting
procediire for the estimation of a finite dimensional parameter of a stationary process. The resulting approximate ML estimates of the ARMA components cm be
used for est imating the corresponding power spectnun of the ARMA process. The
Whittle type estimates of the ARMA components may be severely affected by any
contaminating harmonic components mixed with the original ARMA process, and so
we will use a robustified likelihood method which downweights possible spikes in the
periodograms due to the presence of harmonic components in the data. In section
2.2 we discuss the robust development of the approximate likelihood function of the
discrete Fourier transforms. We show that the robust likelihood function c m be related to the Huber's least favorable distribution. The resulting hl estimate ensures
the Fisher consistency of an estimator.

In section 2.3, we &scuss the asymptotic properties of the proposed bf estimates.
We investigate the infinitesimal behavior of the ibl estimates based on Harnpel's inRuence function. It is shown that the M estimates obtained by maiciniizing the proposed
robust likelihood function have bounded influence funct ion. Note t hat the estimation
procedure divides naturally into two parts, in the first of which we discuss the robust
estimation of the power spectnun of an ARMA(p, q) process assuming the orders p
and q are known a priori. In the second part, a robust model selection criterion has
been proposed for choosing the appropriate orders of the process. In section 2.4, we
discuss the robust development of the Akaike Information Criterion a s a technique of
selecting the orders of an ARMA process. In section 2.5, the proposed robust estimation and model selection criterion have been applied to some actual data sets on
sea level records at Halifax, Sydney and Yarmouth harbors of Nova Scotia, Canada.
Section 2.6 discusses the results presented in chapter 2.

In chapter 3, we discuss aspects of robust model selection in the time domain for
choosing the correct order of an autoregressive process. Unlike the harmonic contamination process as assumed in chapter 2 in the analysis of sea level data, here

we deal with a different type of contamination process, where we assume that a certain proportion of the data rnay corne From an arbitrary distribution rather than the
original underlying distribution. Depending on the behavior of contamination, the
resulting outliers may be temed as "innovation" or "additive" outliers in the time
domain. Our goal is to find a robust method for choosing the correct order of an autoregressive process in the presence of outliers in the data. The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) is widely used as a classical method for choosing the appropriate
order of an autoregressive process. But it is well-known that the classicd AIC is very
sensitive to outliers in a time series process. Ronchetti (1997) suggests using a robust
version of the classical AIC in order to avoid the affect of possible outliers in the
process. In section 3.1, we introduce the robustness aspects of the model choice in
an autoregressive process. In section 3.2, we point out some drawbacks of the robust
Information Criterion as suggested by Ronchetti (1997), and, as a remedy, we suggest
a modified version of this robust criterion. Section 3.3 discusses GM estimation of
the autoregressive parameters briefly. In section 3.4, we carry out a simulation study
to investigate the performance of the proposed robust Information Criterion. Section
3.5 gives the conclusions of the chapter.

In chapter 4, we develop a robust method for estirnating the parameters in a nonlinear regression setting with autoregressive errors. Nonlinear regression models play
an important role in many fields. The classical L S or ML estimates of nonlinear regression are often very sensitive to outliers in the data. Robust estimates of nonlinear
regression have been studied by a number of authors. Most of the robust techniques
are developed in the case of an i.i.d. setting of the residuals. But situations in which
data are collected sequentidy over time may result in substantial serial correlations
in the errors. It usually occurs with economic data where the response y measures
the state of a market at a particular time. Another typicd example where serially
conelated errors usually mise is in the modeling of growth curves to data on a single
animal over a certain period. In many cases, we observe a nonhear relationship
between the response variable y and the vector of covaziates x. We develop a generalized M (GM) estimation method for the joint estimation of the regession parameters
and the autoregressive parameten of a nonlinear regression model with autoregressive

errors. In section 4.2, we introduce the proposed GM estimation method. For an
AR(q) process of the errors, we rninimize an objective hinction which is based on the
robustified version of the conditional negative log-likelihood function of y,+~, . . . ,y,
for the given values y 1, . . . ,y,.
We then study the infinitesMa1 behavior of the robust estimates based on the

tirne series analogue of Hampel's influence function in section 4.3. It is shown that
the resulting GM estimates have bounded influence functions under some regularity conditions. The influence functions axe derived from the time series extension of
Hampel's influence function as described in Martin and Yohai (1986).In section 4.4,
we study the asymptotic properties of the robust estimates of nonlinear regression
in some detail. We show that under some suitable assumptions, the proposed GiCI
estimates of the regression parameters and the autoregressive parameters are asymp
totically norrnally distributed with a certain mean vector and a covariance matrix.
To choose the appropriate order of the autoregressive errors in a nonlinear regression
setting, we extend the robust Akaike Information Criterion introduced in chapter 3
to the case of a nonlinear regression with autoregressive errors. This extended robust
criterion is presented in section 4.5.
As an application of the proposed robust method, in section 4.6 we analyze a
ground level ozone data set which appears to have nonlinear relationship with sorne
meteorological vaxiables as covariates. As the data are collected over equally spaced
time, there appears to be a significant serial correlation in the errors. Moreover, the
error process is found to be heteroscedastic witli respect to the CO-ates.
We develop
a robust technique to mode1 the variance of the heteroscedastic errors as a function
of the covariates. Section 4.7 gives the conclusions of the chapter.

In chapter 5, we discuss a new class of influence b c t i o n s introduced by Hastings
(personal communication), which is referred to as the fiequency influence function of
a functional g ( F * ) ,where F*is considered as the cumulative (non-nomalized) power
spectmm of a time series process { z t ) . The fiequency influence function investigates
the behavior of the functional g(F*) in terms of the point-mas perturbation of the

cuniulative spectrum F*. In section 5.2, we define the frequency influence function.
Like Hampel's inRuence function, it is shown with some exarnples that the asymptotic
variance of an estimator can be obtained as a function of its corresponding frequency
influence funct ion.
In chapter 6, we summarize our results and discuss some directions for further
research.

1.2

Some Important Ideas in Robust Statistics

Robust statistics is concemed with the fact that many assumptions commonly made
in st at ist ics are not exact ly true - t hey are mat hematically convenient rationaüzat ions
of an oken fuzzy knowledge or belief (Huber, 1981). The most common statistical
procedures (in particular, those optimized for an underlying Gaussian distribution)
are quite sensitive to slight deviations from the assumptions. Robustness, in a sense,
signifies insensitivity to smail deviations from the underlying assumptions. During
the past few decades, the amount of statistical research devoted to robustness has
increased considerably. Most of the research effort has focused on robust estimation
in a parametric model.
The important pioneering work of Huber (1964) on the robust estimation of a
location parameter is considered to be the basis for a theory of robust estimation.
Huber introduced a class of M estimators which became a very usehil tool in robust
estimation. He also derived the consistency and asymptotic normaiity of the M estimators. These est imators are slight generalizations of maximum likelihood est imators.
For a set of independent random variables xi ( 2 = 1 , . . . ,n) from a one-parameter
family of distributions, any estimate T obtained by solving
p ( x i ; T) = min or
C & ( x i ; T) = O. where p is an arbitrary hinction, $(x;8) = ( a / M ) p ( x ;O ) , is termed
as an iLI estimate or maximum likelihood type estirnate of the parameter 8. The
choice p ( x ; 0) = -log f (x; O), where f is the density of x, gives the classical ML
estimate.

Huber then introduced the idea of g o s s error model. Instead of coming from a
strict parametric model F ( x ;O), he assumes that a known proportion e of the data
may corne from an arbitrary unknown distribution G(x;B), which result in gross
errors. The underlying g o s s error model is thus considered as the E-contaminated
distribution: F, = (1 - c) F + eG. Huber considers optimizing the worst that c m
happen over the neighborhood of the model, as measured by asymptotic variance of
the estimator. The asymptotic miance of an M estimator defined by some function
L. at a distribution FE,which lies in some neighborhood 7, of the assumed mode1
distribution F, is given by V ( $ ,F,) = $ ( L ~ ~(J
F$'d~,)*.
,/
For a location parameter,
Huber's idea was to minimize the maximal asymptotic variance over Tc,that is, to
find the M estimator
satisfymg

F,) = min sup V($,Fe).

*

FC€FL

This is achieved by finding the least favorable distribution Fo,t hat is, the distribution
= -F$/Fi gives
minimizing the Fisher information J ( F c ) over ali F, E 3,.Then
the maximum likelihood estimator for this l e s t favorable distribution. Note that for
the case F = where <P is the standard normal distribution, the l e s t favorable distribution Fo has the density fo(s) = (1-c) ( 2 ~ ) - L Iexp(-p(x)),
*
where p ( x ) = $," &(t)dt
and q0(x) is the Huber's S, function detined by Z , ! J ~ ( X=
) max(-k, min(k, x)). The values k and c are connected through the equation 24(k)/k- 2 6 ( - k ) = ~/(1- e), where
$(x) represents the normal density.
Another important development in robust statistics is the introduction of the
influence function ( I F ) in order to investigate the infinitesimal behavior of real-valued
functionals such as T ( F ) . This Ilifluence function introduced by Hampe1 (1968, 1974)
is considered as the most useful heuristic tool of robust statistics. It is a technique for
studying the local stability of an estimator in terms of the point-mas contamination of
the data or the underlying distribution. To define influence hinction, let us consider
a rafidom sample ( x l , ... ,x,,) £rom a distribution F. Assume that an estimator
T,(xI. . . .x,) can be obtained £rom a functional T = T ( F ) defined on a family of
distributions by evaluating T a t the empirical distribution hinction F, : T, = T ( F , ) .
Let Fe= (1 - E ) F+ €Az be a contamination distribution, where A, has all its m a s

at x. Tlien Hampel's influence function is the directional derivative of the funct ional

T at

E

= 0:

provided that the limit exists. This influence function is considered as an asymptotic
as well as an infinitesimal tool. Note that if F = Fn-i
and E = 1/71, the influence
function, before taking the limit, becomes the finite sample sensitivity curve of Tukey
(1970); so that one can argue that an influence function measures approximately n
times the change of T caused by an additional observation in x when T is applied to
a large sample of size n - 1. In other words, it describes the effect of an infinitesimal contamination at the point x on the estimate, standardized by the m a s of the
contamination. Its maximum absolute value

is termed as goss enor sensitivity. It is usefui in the construction of optimal estimates
under the constraint of a bounded gross error sensitivity. Under some regularity
conditions: fi(T(F,) - T ( F ) )is asymptoticdy normal with mean O and variance
V (T. F) = J" I F (x,T , F)*dF(x). Thus the iduence function allows an imrnediate
and simple heuristic assessrnent of the asymptotic properties of an estimator a s it
leads to an explicit formula for the asymptotic variance.

1.3

Robust Estimation in Linear Models

In the 1 s t two decades, there has been considerable research on robust estimation in
linear models. In fact, the linear regression model is one of the most widely used tools
in st at istical analysis. The ciassical l e s t squares (or maximum likelihood) method
is the commonly used technique for the estimation of a h e a r model. But in spite
of its mathematical beauty and computational simplicity, this estimator is found to
be very sensitive to outliers. Most robust developments on the estimation of linear
models are based on the generalizations of least squares or maximum likeiihood methods. Some of the robust techniques are discussed in Huber (1981) and Hampe1 et al

(1986). Huber (1973, 1977) extended his results on robust estimation of a location
parameter to the case of linear regression. The resulting M estimator of the regression
parameter can bound the influence of the residual, but not the influence of position
in the design space. To b o n d the joint influence of residual and position in the
design space, generalized M ( G M ) estimators are proposed by a number of authors
(see klallows, 1975; Hampel, 1978; Krasker, 1980; Krasker and Welsch, 1982). These
bounded influence estimators have breakdown points of at most l / ( p + l), where p is
the number of predictor variables, (see Maronna, Bustos and Yohai, Nïg), suggesting
that they can be overwhelmed by a cluster of outliers. Several high breakdown point
(HB P) estimators have been proposed by a number of authors that achieve breakd o m points almost 112 for each p. The high breakdown point estimators include
the l e s t median squares ( L M S ) of Rousseeuw (1984),the S estimator of Rousseeuw
and Yohai (1984). These also include the Miçl estimator of Yohai (1985) and the
T esti~natorof Yohai and Zamar (1988), which combine good asymptotic efficiency
under normal linear mode1 with high breakdown point. The MM and T estimators
do not have bounded influence function.

To const ruct regression estimators t hat have bounded influence function and high
breakdown points, Simpson, Ruppert and Carroll (1992) suggest using a one-st ep G111
estimator. To find the one-step GM estimator, we c m start with a high breakdown
point estimator and perform one iteration of a Newton-Raphson algorithm towards
solution of the G M estimating equation.
Recently, Ferry, Kelmansky, Yohai and Zamar (1999) introduce a new class of r*
bust estimates in a linear regression setting. These estimates, temed a s generalized
T (G,) estimates, are defined by minimizing the T scale of the weighted residuals,
where the weights penalize the high-leverage observations. These estimates are the
generalization of the r estimates introduced by Yohai and Z a m a (1988). The GT
estimates are obtained such that they have bounded influence functions. Like Yohai's
i\IM and r estimates, redescending @ hinctions are used to obtain the generalized
T estimates. The authors argued that the GT estimates inherit the properties of
high breakdown point and high eficiency. However, from their simulation study, it

is observed that in some cases the efficiency of the G, estimates is less than that of
the LMS estimates although G, and LMS estimates have the same high breakdown
point. It is weU-known that LhlS estimates have high breakdown point, but they are
highly inefficient. In fact, there is always a trade-off between high efficiency and high
breakdom point. The redescending $ function used in the G, estimation resuits in a
high breakdown point robust estimator. However, the use of redescending zb, funct ions
in robust estimation is not free of controversy. The redescending $J function may not
give a unique solution to an estimating equation. So it is important to choose the
initial estimates wisely in order to obtain the desired robust estimates (Hampe1 et al,
1986). Huber (1981) commented t hat redescending S, h c t ions are cert ainly beneficial if tliere are extreme outliers, but the improvement is relatively minor with respect
to the asymptotic variance and is counterbalanced by an increase of the rninimax risk.

In a recent paper, Rousseeuw and Hubert (1999) introduce a notion of depth in
the regression setting. The regression depth of a fit 0 to a given data set Znof size
n, denoted by rdepth(0, Zn),
is defined as the srnallest nurnber of observations of Zn
that would need to be removed to make 9 a nonfit. Rousseeuw and Hubert define the
"deepest regression" estimator T:(Z,) = a r g m a . rdepth(9, Zn).T: has breakdown
point 113, whereas LMS and LTS estimators always have breakdown point almost
1/2. But unlike the deepest regression estimator T:, the LMS and LTS estimators
are not consistent for a mode1 with skewness and heteroscedasticity. Rousseeuw and
Hubert suggest using LMS and LTS estimators in cases where robustness and outlier detection are the most important. On the other hand, if there are not so many
outliers and the emphasis is on the possibility of skewness and heteroscedasticity, the
deepest regression estimator T: may be the natural choice.
We can extend the robust estimation from linear to nonlinear regression. However,
the asymptotic properties of robust estimators in a nonlinear regression setting needs
to be carefully investigated. The GM estimator of a nonlineax regression parameter
may not have a bounded influence function in both the response variable and the
vector of covariates. In chapter 4, we discuss the asymptotic properties of the G M
estimators in a nonlinear regression setting with autoregressive errors.

Chapter 2

Robust Spectrum Estimation in an
ARMA(p, q) Mode1 With
Application to Sea Level Data
2.1

Introduction

Many physical oceanographic measurements show the infiuence of harmonic tidal
components which, due to their relatively large size, can obscure other signals in the
data. In this work, our focus is on estimating the characteristics of harbor seiches,
which are resonant responses of harbors to extemal forcing.

The data which are analyzed consist of sea level records at Sydney, Halifax and
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, each consisting of 2048 observations collected at a rate of
four per hour, beginning midnight January 1, 1997. The Halifax record is illustrated
in Figure 2.1, in which the ordinate represents mm above chart datum. The principal
feature of the data is the semi-diurnal tide, with period of approximately 12 hours 25
minuteso rrhich is known in the oceanographic literature as the hl2 (Moon - 2 cycles
per day) tidal constituent. Ln addition, the spring-neap cycle is apparent, with relatively small amplitude tides near the beginning and end of the record, as compared
to the middle of the record. The structure of the data is more clearly discernible
in the periodogram, which shows a large spike at frequency near .12 (the M2 tidal

Sea Levels at Halifax Harbor

Periodograms for aie Halifax Sea Levels

Fiogre 2.1: Sea level records at Halifax harbor and the periodograms
constituent,). and another spike near frequency .25 (the hl4 tidsl constituent). The
latter is a harmonic of M2. In addition, there appears to be a relatively wide band
structure near hequency .75, corresponding to a period of just over two hours, and
there is some weak evidence of a wide band structure near frequency 2.8.
Smith and Miyaoka (1999) studied the Halifax and Sydney records and concluded
that the wide band spectral structures are compatible with tidally forced harbor seiches. A simplified physical mode1 for a seiche can be found, for example, in Proudman
(1953). We will presume that the observed sea level record consists of the sum of two
parts: the tide and the surge, the latter being the residual obtained after removing
the tide from the record. The tide consists of a number of harmonic components.
The Canadian Hydrographie Service models the tide using the program of Foreman
(1977). and typically includes on the order of 50-100 harmonic constituents, with
the phase and amplitude of the constituents being determined by the motions of the
eart h. moon, and sun, among other factors. In addition, the mode1 is non-stationary,
and requires occasional "nodal correction".

In t his work, our interest is in the structure of the surge, in which we will be

looking for characteristics of seiche motions. A natural approach would be to remove
the tidal component from the data using Foreman's tidal model, and then study the
residual. We have used this approach in the past and found that the residual series
often contains rernnants of tidal components which are typically not distributed in
a stationary fashion. This wodd be expected if the tidal motions contain relatively
short term non-stationaries, as Foreman's mode1 assumes short to moderate term
stationarity and includes the nodal corrections only at longer time scales.
Schuster (1898) suggested using the periodograms for estimating the continuous
spectrum surge process. The surge spectrum at a certain frequency w may be estimated by smoothing the periodograms near frequency w ,avoiding the periodograms
for substantial peaks in the neighborhoods of the w. An alternative approach, and
the one taken here, is to downweight tidal components when estimating the surge. In
particular, we will assume that the surge process has a continuous spectrum, and wiLl
allow for the possibility of contaminating harmonic constituents in the tidal process.
In the frequency domain, this presumes that the spectrum of the observed data consists of the sum of a continuous surge spectrum, and that this may be contaminated
by a discrete spectrum tidal process. Our goal will be to downweight the influence of
the discrete spectrum process on our estimate of the continuous spectral component.
To start we assume that the surge process { x ( t ) ) foliows a dinerential equation

where z @ ) ( t )= ( $ ) ' z ( t ) , 0 1 , . . . , a p are constants, and E(t) represents a forcing
term. As we only have data at regularly spaced time points, we consider a discretized
version of (2.1) in which derivatives are replaced by divided difference approximations of the appropriate order. Where the differences are taken "backwards in time"
(for example, & x ( t ) = [ x ( t )- x ( t - 6 ) ] / 6 ) ,the resulting approximation to x(t) is linear in past and present observations, and is therefore equivalent to an autoregressive
process. We accommodate the possibility that the forcing E(t) is not white noise by allowing the discrete time approximation of E(t) to itself follow an autoregressive model.

Thus we consider the surge data xl (t = O, . . . , n - 1) to follow an ARMA@, q)
mode1

where ut ( t = 0,. . . , n - 1) is a purely random process and
C,( j 2 = 1,.. . ,q) are constants.

#j1

(jl= 1,.. . , p ) ,

Our mode1 for the sea level process Y is

CL,

+

As cos(,\, t vs)is the tidal component Z of the record at time t,
where Zt =
consisting of one or more harmonic constituents. For a stationary t-ide we would assume that the phase angles <p, (s = 1, . . . , K) are independently u n i f o d y distributed
over (-ii
n).
, We will assume that the surge and tide processes are independent of
one ûno t her .
The linearity of (2.3) leads us to an analogous relation for power spectra as

where

o2 is the variance of the white noise process { u t ) , and fzz(w) has infinite spikes at frequencies A, f2nJ ( s = 1, . . . ,K) for all integers J, and is zero at all other frequencies.

As will be discussed in section 2.2, the periodogram I(wj) of the data {y,, t =
O.. . . . n - 1) at the Fourier frequencies uj = 2?rj/n ( j = 1,. . . , [(n - 1)/2]) are a g
proximately independent fuy ( w j ) ~ k/21 random variables, which are multiples of X&)

randoni variables, and when normalized by the surge spectrum, are approximately
i.i.d., except at Fourier frequencies in the vicinity of the harmonic tidal components
where the periodograms will be of a higher order of magnitude.

Frorn the frequency domain standpoint, this is the classic scenario calling for robust estimation. Ive have a number of data points (the periodograms at Fourier
frequencies) among which there are a certain number of contaminated values (the
periodograms at frequencies in the vicinity of the harmonic tidal components), and
we would like to downweight the contaminating values when estimating the smooth
(surge) spectral component .

An estimate of the power spectrum of an ARMA process can be obtained by
mauimizing the approxirnate likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms
which are approximately independent complex normds with mean O and variance a s
a function of the power spectrum. Whittle (1953) introduced this Gaussian fitting
procedure for the estimation of a finite dimensional parameter of a stationary process.
The resulting approximate ML estimates of the ARMA components can be used for
estimating the corresponding power s p e c t m of the ARMA process. The Whittle
type estimates may be severely a.fFected by any contaniinating harmonic components
as ive will show, and so we will use a robustified rnethod which downweights possible
spikes in the periodograms due to the harmonic components mixed with the original
ARiW.4 process. The resulting estimates can be considered as M estimates, and when
applied to data from an uncontaminated ARMA process, are very close to Whittle's
approximate MLE.
To demonstrate this, we consider an ARMA(1,l) process contaminated with a
liarmonic process as follows:

where ut are assumed to be independent N(0,l) and pl (Z = 1,2) are independent
uniform(-s, n),independent of ut. We draw a random sample of size n = 200 using
mode! (2.6j. In Figure 2.2, we plot the periodograms of the random sample at ali

Periodograms for a contaminateci ARMA(1,l) process

Figure 2.2: Periodograms of an ARMA(1,l) process contaminated with harmonic
compoiients
frequencies dj ( j= O, . . . , (n - 1)/2). From the plot, we observe two unusual spikes
at frequencies .5 and 1.5 which are due to the harmonic components in model (2.6).
The spikes in the right end are due to the ARMA components in the model. This
data set can be modeled as in equation (2.3) assuming that the amplitudes in the
harmonic components remain constant over time. But in real life data, the amplitudes
may change over time which makes the estimation of the harmonic components very
difficult . In the next section, we develop a robust procedure which estimates the power
spectrum of an ARMA process by downweighting such spikes in the periodograms.
Robust spectrum estimation has received attention from a number of authors.
Kleiner, Martin and Thompson (1979) proposed two robust-residant methodologies
for the estimation of a spectral density (see dso Martin, 1983). These methods are
based on robust prewhitenuig and on weighting the resulting residuals. Prewhitening is a technique for reducing the dynamic range of the spectrum by filtering the
data so as to transform the original thne series into a white noise series of nearly
Bat spectrum. Their first method cornputes the prewhitened values iteratively. The
second method fits a robust autoregressive model by iterated weighted le& squares.

hIartin (1983) discussed the robust version of the smoothed periodogram estimation
for estimating the spectral density of a time series process. These robust methods
provide protection against "innovation" or "additive" outliers in the time domain (cf.
Martin, 1980) in the estimation of the power spectrum of a time series process. For
innovation outliers, the process ut in the ARMA mode1 (2.2) cornes fiom a mixture
distribution: (1- E) F + CG,
where G is any other distribution, instead of coming from
an uncontaminated distribution F. For innovation outliers, we may have big jumps
in a time series process yt and the process will propagate through the jumps. For
additive outliers, with probability (1- e ) an ARMA process yt itself is observed, and
with probability E , y, is an ARMA process plus an error with distribution G. So for
additive outliers, we may have big jumps in a time series process yt, but the process
will not propagate through the jumps. However, in our case, we have a different kind
of contamination process, which is an ARMA process mixed with some harmonic
process. As we c m see £rom the sea level record at Halifax, there appear to be no
outliers in this process in the conte* of innowtion or additive outliers. However,
the harmonic cornponents mixed with the ARMA process result in spikes in the periodograms, which we can consider outliers in the frequency domain. And ouf goal
is to estimate the power spectrum by downweighting such outliers in the fiequency
domain. Here it should be noted that the outliers in the time domain do not correspond to the outliers in the frequency domain. Our robust procedure deals only
with the outlien in the frequency domain, which are the outcornes of the harmonic
components mixed with the ARMA process. If innovation or additive outliers in the
time domain are present in an ARMA process, rather than having spikes in some
particular points in the periodograms, all of the points in the periodograms may be
affected by such outliers. In such cases, we suggest using our proposed kf estimation method after cleaning the data such that no innovation or additive outliers are
present in the process. Martin (1983) discusses robust filters and smoother which can
be used to obtain a cleaned data set.

In the next section, we discuss the robust estimation of the spectral density in some
detail. In this work, the problem of robust estimation is divided into two parts. In the
first part, we discuss the robust estimation of the power spectnun of an ARMA@, q)

process provided that the orders p and q of the process are known a priori. In the
second part, we propose a robust model selection procedure for choosing the appr*
priate orders of the process.
Choosing a suitable model is an important issue in time series analysis. The Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) is widely used for the model selection in an ARMA(p, q )
process (see Priestley, 1981). As this criterion is sensitive to influential observations,
a robust version of this classical AIC has been considered by a number of authors
(see Martin, 1980; Ronchetti, 1997). We use those concepts of robust model selection
with some modifications.

In section 2.2, we discuss the proposed robust estimation of the power spectrum
based on the approximate likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms. Section 2.3 discusses the influence function as well as the asyrnptotic variance of the
estimators. Section 2.4 discusses the robust model selection criterion for choosing a
suitable niodel. In section 2.5, the proposed robust estimation and model selection
criterion have been applied to some actual data sets on sea level fluctuations at Halifau: Sydney and Yarmouth harbors of Nova Scotia, Canada. Section 2.6 gives the
conclusions of the chapter.

2.2

Robust Estimation of the Power Spectrum

We know that for a s t a t i o n q process yt (t = O, . . . ,n
transforms

- l), the discrete Fourier

( j = 1:. . . , [(n - 1)/2]) are approximately independent complex normals with mean

O and variance 27inf,(wj), where uj = 2 x j l n (see Whittle, 1953; Brillinger, 1981;
Brillinger. 1985). Here fm(wi) is the power spectrum of the stationary process y,
which takes the form (2.5) for an ARMA(p, q) process as defined in equation (2.2).
Treating the discrete Fourier transforms of the ARMA(p, q ) process yt as exactly

iiidependent complex normals with mean O and variance 2x71fyy(wj), the negative of
the log-likelihood can be expressed, up to a constant, in the form

where

is the periodogram of the process yt at frequency uj and 8T = (&, . . . , $, Ci, . .. ,C,, o)
is the vector of parameters to be estimated. The apprmirnate maximum ükelihood
( M L )estirnate of 8 can be obtained by minimizing equation (2.8). This Gaussian

fit ting procedure was introduced in Whittle (1953) for the estimation of a finite dimensional parameter of a stationary process. DifFerentiating this negative log-likelihood
with respect to 8 gives the estimating equation

which can be solved iteratively for the M L estimate of 8. This ILIL estimator wiil
be statistically efficient if the time series process y, follows the ARMA(p, q) mode1
without any contamination of the process. But as we mentioned earlier in section 2.1,
instead of following a pure ARMA process, many oceanographic data are expected
to follow a contaminated process (i.e., an ARMA process mixed with some harmonjc
components), which results in some unusual spikes in the plot of periodograms. We
need to develop a robust procedure for estimating û by downweighting such spikes due
to the harmonic cornponents. Two times the negative log-lücelihood of the discrete
Fourier transforms of the ARMA(p, q) process y, can be expressed, up to a constant,
as

where d;(wj) and d;(uj)are the real and imaginaq parts of the Fourier transform
d, ( w j ) ,respect ively. Note that d;(wj) and d: (wj)are approximately independently
normally distributed with mean O and variance xn fyg(wj10).Equation (2.11) can be
rewritten as

where

rlj

=

&5

Jnn

)

and

r2j

=

*

are approximately i.i.d. norrnals

J
-

Iuv(uj18)

with rnean O and variance 1. Note that the ML estimates obtained by minimizing
the objective function -2 log L ( 8 ) have unbounded influence hnctions (see section
2.3). To have an estimator with bounded influence function, following Huber's "Pr*
posa1 2" (see Huber, 1981) we consider a robust version of the iikelihood function of
equation (2.12) in the form

where c is a tuning constant and the function

pl

is defined by
if 1x1 5 k

1 9

1k2 - k2 log

(&)

otherwise.

This pl function can be related to the Huber's least favorable distribution for scale.
Huber (1981, p. 120) replaces the standard normal distribution 4(x) by the least favorable distribution fo(x) of the form
for 1x1< ko

((1 - O 4(ko)

(1 - )

1

(1

for 1x1 > kl

For the choice kl = - ko = k, -logfo(x) reduces to the pl function defined above
except for a constant term. The constant k in the function pl cm be chosen as
k = 1.345 as suggested by Huber (see Huber, 1981). Note that the choice k = oc

gives the classical M L estimate of 9. To find the robust estimate of 8, one can
minimize the objective fimction Hl ( O ) in equation (2.13) directly by using numerical
niet hods. Equivalently, one can also solve iteratively the il1 estimating equations
(which are the derivatives of Hl(@)with respect to 0 equating to zero)

for the paramet er 8 starting from a set of initial values. To derive the above equation,
we use the fact that x x p', (x) = q2(x), where pi is the derivative of pl and the function
$ is the Huber's $ function defined by @(z) = max(-k, min(x, k)). The tuning
constant c is chosen such that the estimator of 0 gives Fisher consistency. To define
Fisher consistency, let us treat rlj and r 2 j as random samples from a distribution F.
Consider the functional T ( F )= 8 defined on the space of distributions for rl and rz.
The functional T ( F )can be defined from equation (2.16) as the solution of

The estimator T of 9 is said to be Fisher consistent if equation (2.17) is satisfied. It
follows that the choice c = EF$*ensures the Fisher consistency of the estimator of 0.
In the next section, we show that the kf estimator obtained by minimizing the object ive function Hl( O ) in equation (2.13) or, equivalently, by solving the iLI estimating
equation (2.16) has bounded influence function. We can relate equation (2.16) with
the estimating equation suggested by Huber's "Proposal 2" for a scale parameter. If
x is distributed a s a normal with the scale parameter a,then Huber's "Proposal 2"
estimates (T by solving the equation

rvliere c = Eq2 (:). Note that if we choose fm(dj19) = 0 = o,then equation (2.16)
reduces to equation (2.18) except for the fact that the $I fimction in equation (2.16)

is split into independent real and imaginary parts.
We can estimate 0 by directly optimizing the objective function H l ( @ )in equation (2.13) or by solving the M estimating equation (2.16) using Newton-Raphson
method. The 1st step of the Newton-Raphson rnethod solves the equation

iteratively starting from an initial estimate 9 0 of 8, where

However, we prefer direct optimization of the objective function H i ( 0 ) to the NewtonRaphson method of solving the hl estimating equation as in some cases the NewtonRaphson method failed to give us convergence in iteration. The S-PLUS function
"nlminb?' was usecl to muiimize Hl(@)
in order to find the robust M estirnate of 8. In
the next section, we discuss the influence function as well as the asymptotic variance
of the hl estimators.

2.3

Influence Function of the M Estimator

Hampe1 (1974) introduced the influence function (IF) in order to investigate the
infinitesimal behavior of real-valued functionais such as T(F).
Idluence function can
be considered as a technique of studying the local stability of an estimator in terms
of the effect of point-mass perturbation of the data or the underlying distribution
(Simpson et al, 1992). R e c d the functiond T(F)of equation (2.17) defmed on the
space of distributions for rl and 71. Let F, be a point-mass contamination of the
1. Here Ar,,, is a delta function
t arget mode1 F : (1 - É) F €4,
,, for O 5 E

+

which has point-mass 1 at ( r l ,r 2 ) and O elsewhere. Then following Hampe1 et al
(1986), we can define the idluence function of T as

which is the directional derivative of T at c = O. Using this definition, the influence
function of the 1ç1 estimator can be found by inserting F, = (1 - É ) F eA,,,, for
F into equation (2.17) and taking the derivative with respect to E at 6 = O. The
influence function is obtained as

+

IF(r1, r2;T,F) = [ - E F ( ~ ) ] - 01
'
where the funct ions

1

and

iiil

are defined by

and

We denote

tvhere lbIl = - E ~ ( S ' ~ )Note
. that as the function qi is bounded as a hinction of
( r l ,~ 2 ) :the influence function of the il1 estimator of 8 is &O bounded. However,

if we choose k = oo for the Huber's 11 function, which corresponds to the ML e s
timation, the estimate will give unbounded influence h c t i o n as the function Y is
unbounded for this choice of k. Following Hampe1 et al (1986),it can be shown under rnild reguIarity conditions that if @ is an M estimator of @,then fi(e - @) is
asymptot ically multivariate normal with mean vector O and a covariance matrix V.
For a rigorous mathematical treatment, one can see Boos and Serfiing (1980),Huber
( 1967, l98l), Clarke (1983, 1986)' Heritier and Ronchetti (1994) as basic references.
The asymptotic variance V of the M estimator can be obtained frorn the influence
function as

V(T,F )= E ( I F IF^) = MF'QI

(say)

(2.23)

w here

The variance function V ( T ,F) can be approximated by replacing the distribution
function F with its empirical distribution function F, as v =
&IF', where

In the next section, we discuss the robustness aspects of mode1 selection based on the
classical h i k e Information Criterion (AIC).

2.4

Robust Mode1 Selection

In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we discussed the robust estimation of the power spectrum
in terrns of the parameter estimates of an ARMA@, q) process provided that the
orders p and q of the process are given a priori. In practice, we need to find p
and q in order to obtain a suitable rnodel for the process y t . Choosing a suitable
model is a n important issue in time series andysis. As a classical method, one can
consider the Akaiki Information Criterion (AIC) (see A h d i , 1973) for choosing a
correct model. The classical AIC amounts to choosing the model that minirnizes
-2 log L ( 9 ) 2712, where rn is the dimension of the vector of parameters 0. For more
details. see Priestley (1981). This procedure can be generalized by replacing Sm by
n m for a given value of K (Bhansali and Downham, 1977). As the classical AIC is not
robust. we consider using a robust version of this Information Criterion. Ronchetti
(1997) discusses differeot aspects of model selection based on the robust version of
the log-likelihood function. Here we adopt a sirnilar idea to define the robust AIC
based on the robust version of the approximate likelihood function of the discrete
Fourier transforms. Using the robustified negative log-likelihood function as defined
in equation (2.13). we defme a robust AIC in the form

+

RAICl ( m )= c

C log fyg(~jl9)+ C

( r l j18)

+C

(~2~19)
+

(2.24)

where rn is the dimension of 0. The a, can be chosen as a, = m E I Wm
(see
)I
Ronchett il 1997). Notice that if we choose k = oc,then Ihe RAICI in equation (2.24)
reduces to the classical AIC. In our complex variable case, the a, may be estimated
by

We minimize this RAICi(m) with respect to m for selecting the best models in some
real data sets described in the next section.

2.5

Application: Analysis of Sea Level Data

We apply the proposed model selection and il1 estimation method discussed in the
previous sections to three sets of data on sea level records which were collected at
the harbon Halifax, Sydney and Yarmouth in Nova Scotia, Canada. Each data set
consists of 2048 observations collected at a rate of 4 per hour beginning rnidnight
January 1, 1997. The sea levels were measured as heights in mm above chart datum.
The sea level record at Halifax harbor has been plotted in Figure 2.1. The sea levels
at Sydney and Yarmouth harbors have been plotted in Figure 2.3. In section 2.1, we
discuss the behavior of the sea level record at Halifax. Similar harmonic patterns are
obsewed in the sea levels at Sydney and Yarmouth. But, as we pointed out earlier,
these harmonic components are very hard to model properly due to the variation in
the amplitudes and phases over time. Here we consider fitting an ARMA@, q) model
to each data set using the proposed M estimation method which is not affected by
the harmonic components &ed with the ARMA process. For ease of computation,
ive consider the standardized process yt defineci by yt = (xt- 1)/1000, where 2.t is
the original process of the sea level data and 3 is the mean of the process xt. TO find
a suitable model for each of the three data sets, we consider fitting the ARMA@,q)
model for each p = 0,1,. . . ,10and q = 0,1,. . . ,IO. For each combination of p and q,
we estimate the corresponding parameters of the ARMA@, q) process by minimizing
the objective function Hl( 0 ) in equation (2.13). The S-PLUS function "nlminb" has
been used to minimize this objective function. We then compute the robust model
selection criterion RAICl(m) d e h e d in equation (2.24). In total, for each data set
121 models have been fitted and their corresponding RAICls have also been found in
the search of the correct model. The model with the minimum RAICI is considered
to be the best model. The function RAICI is found to be minimum at ARMA(5,7)
for the Halifax data, ARMA(8,3) for the Sydney data and ARMA(6,5) for the
Yarmouth data. The RAICis of some selected models have been shown in Table 2.1
for al1 the three data sets.

Sea Leveis at Sydney Harbor

Sea Levels at Yarmouth Harbor

Figure 2.3: Plots of the sea level data

Table 2.1: Values of R A I 9 for some selected models for
al1 the three data sets
Halifax

Yarmouth
Sydney
-11105.91
-11111.27
-11234.48
-1 1463.24
-1 1487.89
-1 1457.49
-11465.95
-11495.32
-11492.56
-1 1492.38

In Figure 2.4, we plot the periodograms with corresponding robust spectrum estimates assuming different ARMA models for each data set. In the top panel of Figure
2.1. the log of the periodogams as well as the log of the corresponding spectrum
estimates have been plotted for the Halifax sea levels considering the four models
ARMA(1 l), ARMA(5, 5), ARMA(5,7) and ARMA(8, 8) which are shown respectively from top to bottom in this panel. Each spectrum has been displaced by 3 units
to provide a clear view of the s p e c t m i Lines. For ARMA(1,l) model, the estimated
spectrum line does not seem to be fitting well as it fails to model the bumps in the
periodograms of the process. When we increase the orders of the ARMA process
(see the spectrum line of ARiWA(5,5), for example), we observe the expected bumps
in the estimated spectrum line corresponding to the bumps in the periodograms,
which indicates a better fit. R e c d that the RAICI shows the best model for the
Halifax data at ARMA(5:7) and for this model, it is clear that the bumps in the
periodograms have been "nicely" modeled by the estimated spectrum line. If we increase the orders of the ARMA process further, the shape of the spectrum line does
not seem to be changing significantly as we see from the estimated spectrum line
of ARMA(8:8). We follow the same procedure to plot the periodograms and the
corresponding spectrum estimates for the Sydney and Yarmouth sea level data sets.

In the middle panel of Figure 2.4, the periodograms and the corresponding estimated
spectrum lines have been plotted for the Sydney sea levels considering the four models
A Riif A ( l . l ) ARMA(5,5), ARIIIA(8,3) and ARMA(8,8) which are shown respectively from top to bottom in the plot. Here also we observe that for the best fitted
mode1 ARhIA(8,3), the spectrum estimates are quite satisfactory as the burnps in
the periodograms are nicely modeled by the estimated spectrum h e at ARMA(8,3).
On the other hand, with ARMA(1,1), the spectrum line does not seem to be fitting
well as it cannot model the bumps in the periodograms, which is observed from the
top line of the panel. At ARMA(8,3) fitting, we observe a bump in the spectrum line
at frequency near .1, whidi seems to be reasonable as we dso observe a bump in the
periodogams at this frequency. In the bottom panel of Figure 2.4, the periodograrns
and the corresponding estimated spectrum lines have been plotted for the Yarmouth
sea levels considering the four models ARMA(1, l ) , ARMA(5,5), ARMA(6,5) and
ARMA($,8) which are shown respectively from top to bottom. Here we observe that
at the best fitted model ARMA(6,5), the estimated spectrum line gives a bump at
a frequency near 2.7, which is not present in ARMA(l.l) and ARMA(5,5) fitting.
The shapes of the estimated spectrum lines of ARMA(6,5) and ARMA(& 8) models
appear to be very sirnilar.
?

Figure 2.4: Plots of the Iog-periodograrns and log of the corresponding spectrum estimates for the
sea level records at Halifax, Sydney and Yarmouth. The four spectrum lines (from top to bottom) in
each panel are estimated considering respectively the models - ln line: ARMA(1,l) for each data
set: 2nd fine: A.R1LIA(5,5) for each data set; 3rd line: ARMA(5,7) for Halifax data, ARMA@, 3)
for Sydney data, ARM.4(6,5) for Yarmouth data; 4th line: .LRMA(8,8) for each data set. (Each
line is displaced by 3 units.)

To have some idea about the potential influentid discrete Fourier transforms, we
consider finding the weights of the Fourier transforms at dXerent Frequencies. We
define

as the weight corresponding to the frequency at point j = 1,. .. , [(n - 1)/2]. Notice

tliat if we put @ ( r )= r , then vj = 1, and the M estimators become the classical
M L estimators. In Figure 2.5, we plot the weights of the Ad estimates at different

inodels for each of the three data sets. In the top three panels of Figure 2.5, the logperiodograms and the log of the spectrum estimates have been shown as described
earlier. Their corresponding weight functions have been plotted in the three panels
of the second row in Figure 2.5. From these plots it is observed that the points corresponding to the huge spikes (possibly due to the hannonic or tidal components)
in the periodograms are severely downweighted as they should be. Another interesting pattern in the weight functions can be observed from the ARiLIA(1,l) fitting.
As the spectrum estimates of the ARMA(1,l) fit cannot model the bumps in the
periodogram plots, the points corresponding to t hese bumps are also severely d o m weighted. But when we plot the weight functions of the best fitted models for each
of the three data sets, we observe a "significnnt" change in their values. Rom the
bottom three panels of Figure 2.5, it is clear that as the spectrum estimates model
the bumps in the periodograms, t h e i . corresponding weight functions are not severely
downweighted any more. On the other hand, the weights corresponding to the huge
spikes in the periodograms are close to zero as we have seen in the ARMA(1,I) case.
In the weight functions of the three data sets, we obsewe a common behavior at a
certain frequency. At frequency near .126,the weight huiction is close to zero for
each of the three data sets. The frequency A26 corresponds to a period of about 12.5
hours and represents the fundamental lunar component of the tide.
Now. we consider the fact that if there are no influentid points in the discrete
Fourier transforms, the M estimation method and the classicd iML method should
give similar results. To check this, we fkst show the M estimates and the M L e s
timates (with standard errors in parenthesis) of the parameters of an ARMA(1,I)
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Figure 2.5: CVeights of the Fourier transforms at different frequencies considering an
ARiCIA(1,l) model and a best fitted model for each of the three data sets of sea level
records.

model in Table 2.2 for al1 the three data sets. Rom the table, it is seen that the
M L estimates are "significantly different" from the M estimates for each of the three
data sets. CVe also observe a significant dinerence between the standard errors of the
parameter est imates in the M estimation and the ML estimation. CVe then consider
fitting the model after deleting the influentid observations in the discrete Fourier
transforms. W e take a point as inAuentia.1 if its corresponding weight is less than 30.
After deleting the influentid Fourier transforms, we estimate the parameters of the
ARMil(l.1) model using both M estimation and M L estimation methods. The estimates (with standard errors in parenthesis) are shown in Table 2.3. Rom the table, it
is observed that the M estimates and the ML estimates are very close (as is expected)
after deleting the influentid Fourier transforms. Also note that the M L estimates
have smaller standard errors as compared to the M estbates when the influentid
t idal frequencies are omitted. Rom this viewpoint, one may think of simply removing
the periodograms with substantial peaks from the fitting procedure and then use the
standard maximum likelihood estimation. However, the use of weight functions in
the hl estimation procedure gives us a precise idea about the tidai frequencies and
we can incorporate the tidal information in our robust procedure without any effect
on the estimates of the surge spectrum.

Table 2.2: Parameter estimates (with standard errors in
parenthesis) of the ARMA(1,l) model for al1 the three
data sets
-

Met hod

Parameter

hl
estimation

$1

Ci
O

ibf L
estimation

@l

CI
a

Halifax

Sydney
-.CI794 (.00403) -.9735 (.00741)
-.2609 (.02447)
.Il55 (.02869)
,0363 (.00058)
.O244 (.00043)
-1.0155 (.04962) -1.0209 (.03794)
3.0391 (1.21016) .4410 (.06361)
.O457 (.00338)
.0221(.01188)

-

Yarmouth
-.9700 (-00498)
-.1231 (.02051)
,0533 (.00082)
-.9877 (.19651)
.6626 (.08936)
-.Il96 (.02551)

Table 2.3: Parameter estimates (with standard errors in
parenthesis) of the ARMA(1,l) model for all the three
data sets after delet ing the possible infiuential Fourier
transforms
Met hod

Parameter

Halifax

hl
estimation

41

-.9854 (.00350)
-.3036 (.02314)
,0340 (.00052)
-.9844 (.00252)
-.2909 (-01555)
,0330 (-00035)

Ci

a

iblL
estimation

41

ci

a

Sydney
-.9794 (.00579)
-0538 (.02365)
.O218 (.00032)
-.9815 (.00266)
.O601 (.01630)
-0216 (.00024)

Yarrnouth
-.9768 (.00222)
-.1795 (-01840)
.O501 (.00071)
-.9733 (.00239)
-.1830 (.01539)
.O489 (.00051)

We plot the log of the periodograms and the log of the corresponding spectnun
estimates minus 10 considering the best fitted models ARMA(5,7) for the Halifax
data. ARMA(8.3) for the Sydney data and ARMA(6,5) for the Yarmouth data. For
cornparison, we estimate the power spectrums using both the M estimation and the
ML estimation methods. The plots are shown in Figure 2.6. R o m the plots we
observe a sigiiificant difference in the power spectnims estimated by the M and ML
rnethods. For the ML method, we see that the spectrum estimates give a large peak
at kequencies near zero which is due to the huge spikes in the periodograms. On
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Figure 2.6: Plots of the log of the estimated power spectnun minus 10 based on M
estimation and M L estimation methods
the other hand, those peaks in the spectrum estimates disappear when we estimate
them using the iCI method. The fact is that the ibf method estimates the spectrum
by downweighting the huge spikes in the periodograms.

2.6

Discussion

In this work, we mainly focus on the robust mode1 selection and robust spectrum
estimation in an ARMA process contaminated wit h harmonic components. Given
orders p and q of the ARMA@, q) process, we can estimate the corresponding parameters of the process by minimizing the objective function Hl (8)in equation (2.13)
or. equivalently, by solving the Ad estimating equation (2.16) iteratively. The proposed il1 estimators are Fisher consistent and have bounded influence functions. The
M estimators c m be related to the classical maximum likelihood type estimators.
The choice of the bound k = w for the Huber's 11 function gives the corresponding
classical estirnators of an ARMA process. But as pointed out earlier, these classical
estimators have unbounded influence functions. The influence function of an estimator niay be used to tùid its asymptotic variance. This asymptotic variance can
be approximated by replacing the true distribution F with its empirical distribution
function F,. For choosing a suitable model, we rninimize the robust model selection
criterion RAICI defined in equation (2.24) wit h respect to the orders p and q of the
ARillA(p.q ) process. For each p and q, we estimate the corresponding ARMA cornponents and hence the RAICI of the process. The model with minimum RAICI is
considered to be the best model.

The proposed M estimation and robust model selection criterion have been applied
to three data sets on sea level records, where we observe harmonic contamination in
the process along with the original ARMA process. The classical method is severely
affected by this harmonic contamination when we try to estimate the power spectrurn assuming an ARMA@, q) process. It is found that the proposed M estimation
is useful in estimating the ARMA components as well as the power spectrum of the
process robustly by avoiding the presence of harmonic (or tidal) components in the
process.
Halifax and Sydney include broad band spectral features at frequency near .7.
There also appear to be broad band features a t frequency near 2.8, which corresponds
to the 5th harmonic of the feature at frequency -7,folded back into the interval [O, T ]
(e-g. 2 n - 5 x -7). These features were identified by Smith and Miyaoka (1999) as

being indicative of harbor seiches, which should, in theory, have spectral features at
odd harmonics of a fundamental Erequency determined by harbor and forcing characteristics.
It is interesting to note that the maximum likelihood fit at Halifax nearly fails
to identify the feature near frequency .7. The infinence of the tide on the spectral
estimate is very apparent in the Yarmouth record. This is perhaps due to the high
concentration of energy in the M2 cycle a t Yarmouth, which is located near the mouth
of the Bay of Funday, which has the world's highest tides because its natural resonant
period is close to 12.5 hours (the M2 period). The Yarmouth record also includes
a broad band feature near frequency 1.3 which may represent a seiche, and there is
an unusual looking feature (in the 1b.I estimate only) near frequency 2.7. The latter
feature requires further investigation to determine whether it is a real feature, or an
artifact of the 1CI estimation method.

Chapter 3
Robustness Aspects of Mode1
Selection in Autoregressive
Processes
3.1

Introduction

In chapter 2, we introduced the robust mode1 selection criterion RAICI in the frequeticy domain for choosing the appropriate orders of an ARMA process. The RAICI
was based on the approximate likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms
of a time series process, where we assumed that the process consists of the sum of two
parts. the tide and the surge. We developed a robust method to estimate the parameters of the surge spectnun, where the surge was assumed to follow an ARMA(p, q)
process. This robust method was found to be usefid in estimating the parameters
of the ARMA(p, q) process by downweighting the influence of tidal (or harmonic)
components on the data. The resdting robust estimates of the ARMA components
were used to calculate the RAICI for choosing the correct order of an ARMA process.
Yote t hat this technique of robust estimation and mode1 selection is useful in the case
where a time series ARMA process is mixed with some tidal or h m o n i c components.
In the frequency domain?we can identify and downweight the tidal components using
the proposed M estimation method. However, there may be certain situations where
a time series process does not contain any harmonic or tidal components. Instead,

the process may be contaminated by some random outliers. The outliers commonly
encoiintered in time series process axe termed as "innovation" or "additive" outliers
which will be discussed later. In this chapter, we introduce modifications of the usual
robust model selection criterion in the time domain for choosing the appropriate order
of an autoregressive process in the presence of outliers.
Robust model selection in an autoregressive process has received attention from a
number of authors (see Martin, 1980; Hampe1 et al, 1986; Behrens, 1990; Ronchetti,
1997). Ronchetti (1997) discusses some robust procedures for choosing order q of an
.-1R(q) process. For an autoregressive process of order q of the forrn
= Pt

where pt =

& # j y c - j , ut are i.i.d.
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suggests rninimizing the robust AIC
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dich corresponds to the Huber's least favorable distribution for location. The cornmonly used value of the constant k is 1.345. The term a, (as proposed by Behrens,
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Note that for the choice u ( x ) = 1 and p ( x ) = i x 2 , the robust mode1 selection
(q),
criterion RAIC* (q) reduces to the classical Akaike Information Criterion,
defined by

In the following section, we point out some limitations of the robust criterion RAIC*
and suggest a modified version of this criterion.

3.2

A Modified Robust Model Selection Criterion

The RAIC*(q) in equation (3.2) seems to have the following drawbacks. The first
term in the expression for RAIC*(q)is the sum of (n - q) observations which clearly
depends on the order q. So the number of observations to be summed up changes
when ive change the order q of the process. In practice, we need to keep the number
of residuals h e d for comparing one mode1 with another. As a remedy, we can vary t
in equation (3.2) from q* 1 to n, where q* is the maximum possible value of q under
consideration for the order of the autoregressive process.

+

Table 3.1: Weight functions for A R(1) and AR(2) models
for the setup in equation (3.6)

AR(1) Model

AR(2) Model

Another important issue concerns with the weight hinctions. Note that the fkst
term in the expression for RAIC*(q)in equation (3.2) is given by

The weight function w(yi11) in the above equation depends on the order q of the
process. As a typical example, we may consider the following setup of the process

{y,). Suppose, the first 10 values of { y t ) are obtained as

where y;,

y; and y; are considered to be extreme outliers. Now, if one wants to

compare an AR(2) model wit h an A R ( 1 ) model, the regression setup and the corresponding weight functions for the fmt 10 points may be defined as in Table 3.1. In
the table, the weights w ( y t - 1 ) for the AR(1) process corresponding to the indices 2 ,
4 and 6 can be considered as zero as we assume that the values ,:y y; and y; are
extreme outliers. For the same reason, the weights w ( y t d l ,yt-2) for the A R ( 2 ) process
corresponding to the indices 2 , . . . ,7can be considered as zero. In such cases, even if
the p ( ( y , - fit)/aj in equation (3.5) are the same for both AR(1) and AR(2) processes,
the weight function ~ ( y ~for- the
~ )A R ( 1 ) process difFers significantly from the weight
function w ( y t + yt-?) for the A R ( 2 ) process. As a consequence, the decision based on
the RAIC*(q) in equation (3.2) may be quite misleading. In order to overcome these
problems, we suggest normalizing the RAIC*(q) by dividing it with the sum of their
corresponding weight functions. So as modified form of the robust model selection
criterion, we propose minimizing the objective function

with respect to q, q = 1,. . . q*, q* is the maximum possible value of q, c, is a tuning
constant to be chosen as cg = rc. ( n - q * ) / CLqm+,
w (y:::) for a constant K , and
a, = t r ( i W I Q ) . M and Q can be estimated as
?

yt - $2
t-q T
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Note that for the choice w(z) = 1 and p(x) = ;z2, the RAIC(q) in equation (3.7)
reduces to the corresponding classical -4kaike Information Criterion. The value of

the constant n is chosen as 2 in our simulation study as this value was found to be

reasonable in determining the correct order of a contamination process. To calculate
the RAIC (q) , we need to estimate the corresponding autoregressive paramet ers using
a suitable robust method. Martin (1980) discusses GM estimation of the autoregres
sive parameters in an AR(q) process. Here we use this GM estimation method with
some modifications of the weight functions. Once we have the parameter estimates,
we can apply the proposed RAIC(q) criterion for choosing the appropriate order of
an aut oregressive process.

A simulation has been carried out to study the performance of the robust criterion
RAIC based on samples of size n = 200. Before we study the simulation results, we
discuss the robust estimation of the autoregressive parameters in the next section.
In section 3.4, we present the simulation results comparing the performance of the
proposed robust model selection criterion with the classical AIC criterion in the
presence of innovation and additive outliers. Section 3.5 gives the conclusions of the
chapter.

3.3

GM Estimation of the Autoregressive Parameters

Let us recall the autoregressive model of order q defined in equation (3.1). Following

Martin (1980), the autoregressive parameter
objective function of the form

+ can be estimated by minimizing an

or. equivalently, by solving the GM est imat ing equation

~

iteratively. Here is the derivative of the function p. Note that for the choice $(x) =
x and w(x) = 1 for each x, equation (3.9) gives the conditional L S estimate of the
autoregressive parameter 4. Starting from a set of initial estimates 4oand a0 of # and
o. respectively, the above GM estimating equation can be solved iteratively as # =

x;=,+,
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initial 00 c a l be obtained a s oo = rned lyt - &~:1:1/.6745. For each updated estimate
of 4, the estimate of a should be updated accordingly. The weights w ( x ) are chosen
as

{

w (x) = w (x, Sz) = min 1, ( x T & x ) z }
whcre S, is the minimum volume eilipsoid (MVE) estimator (developed by Rousseeuw
and van Zomeren, 1990) of the scale of x. y is a positive integer to be chosen as greater

than or equal to 1. b is chosen as the (1 - cto) quantile of the chi-squared distribution with degrees of ireedom equal to the dimension of x. In the simulation study.
7 = 2 and a0 = .O5 have been used. Note that the influence function of the C M
estimates is bounded. In Chapter 4, we discuss the infinitesimal behavior of the GM
estimates based on the influence function for a general model which includes nonlinear
regression with autoregressive errors.

3.4 Simulation Study
To study the performance of the robust Akaike Information Criterion RAIC, a number of simulations have been carried out. Each simulation is based on 500 randorn
samples each with sample size n = 200. Samples have been drawn from the processes
AR(1) (with parameter dl = .6) and AR(2) (with parameters $l = -6 and & = .3)
assuming t hat (1 - É) proportion of the innovat ion process ut in equation (3.1) comes
from N(0.1) population and r proportion of ut kom N ( 0 , r2),with r2 = 9,25,100.
This type of contamination is due to innovation outliers. We are interested in h d ing the proportion of times that the RAIC is capable of choosing the tme model.
For each data set, RAIC(l), RAIC(2) and RAIC(3) have been computed and the

observed correct model is that which minunizes RAIC(q); q = 1,2,3. If the true
model is A R ( l ) ,we find the proportion of times the observed correct model chooses
the true model AR(1). Sirnilarly, for the true AR(2) model, we h d the proportion
of times the observed correct model chooses the true model AR(2). We also study
the performance of the classical model selection criterion

in the presence of outliers. The classical Akaike's Criterion arnounts to choosing the
model t hat minimizes AIC(q).
Table 3.2 presents the simulation results based on 500 random sarnples each of
size n = 200 drawn from the AR(1) process with parameter qjI = .6in the presence of
innovation outliers. For a set of values of e (proportion of contamination) and r2(variance of the contamination distribution), we find the success rates (the percentages of
choosing the true model) based on both the robust mode1 selection criterion RAIC
and the classical Akaike's Criterion AIC. It is evident that for uncontaminated data,
the performances of both the RAIC and M C in choosing the true model are quite
sat isfactory. ihlen the proport ion of contamination increases, we observe poor performance in the classical AIC. On the other hand, the robust criterion RAIC is more
stable as compared to the classical AIC in selecting the correct model. However, we
observe a decreasing tendency in the success rates of R4IC when the proportion of
contamination E increases. The success rate dso decreases when the variance of the
contamination distribution r2 increases.

Table 3.2: Performances of RAIC and AIC in presence
of innovation outliers. The values are the success rates
(in percentages) of choosing the true model.
Proport ion of
Contamination

r2 = 9

Tnie Model: AR(1)
r2 = 25

T~

= 100

We repeat the above simulation for samples drawn from the AR(2) process with
innovation outliers. The parameters of the process were chosen as qbi = .6 and #* = .3.
The siniulatiori results are presented in Table 3.3. We observe sirnilar behavior to Table 3.2 for the RAIC in choosing the true model. However, the performance of the
classical AIC seems to be better for the AR(2) process than for the AR(1) process.
This is probably due to the fact that the classical AIC has a tendency to choose a
model always in higher orders. On the other hand, RAIC chooses the correct model
more frequently for al1 cases.

Table 3.3: Performances of RAIC and AIC in presence
of innovation outliers. The values are the success rates
(in percentages) of choosing the true model.
-

Proportion of
Contamination
E

-

T h e Model: AR(2)
r2 = 9

RAIC

MC

'r2 = 25

r2 = 100

RAIC A I C RAIC AIC

We also study the performance of RAIC in the presence of additive outliers. For
additive outliers, a time series process y, is not itself an AR(q) process. Instead, we
t-q
have y, = xt z t , where xt is an AR(q) process satisfying xt = @Ty,-,
ut with
ut
N ( 0 ,02)and zt is an independent process. The process has distribution G*
given by G* = (1 - c)& CG, where 60 is the distribution that assigns probability 1
to zero and G is an arbitrary distribution. Thus with probability (1 - e ) , the AR(q)
process x, itself is obsenred , and with probability e, y( is the AR(q) process xt plus an
enor with distribution G. Here we consider G as N ( 0 , r2), with T~ = 9,25,100.ut is
considered to be distributed as N ( 0 , l),as before. Table 3.4 provides the simulation
results for samples drawn from the AR(1) process with additive outliers. We repeat
this simulation for the AR(2) process with the same additive outliers. The results
have beeri presented in Table 3.5. Rom Tables 3.4 and 3.5, it is clear that the RAIC
outperforms A TC,often quite dramaticdy. If we compare the simulation results for
the innovation outtiers with those for the additive outliers, we observe that the clas
sical AIC is more affected by the additive outliers than by the innovation outliers,
while R A I C is relatively stable in both cases.

-

+

+

+

Table 3.4: Performances of RAIC and AIC in presence
of additive outliers. The values are the success rates (in
percentages) of choosing the true model.
Proportion of
Contamination
E

?hie Model: AR(1)

r2 = 9
RAIC AIC

T*

= 25

RAIC

AIC

r2 = 100
RAIC AIC

Table 3.5: Performances of RAIC and AIC in presence
of additive outliers. The values are the success rates (in
percentages) of choosing the true model.
Proportion of
Contamination
E

True Model: AR(2)
T2

RAIC

=g

AIC

T~

= 25

RAIC

AIC

T*

= 100

RAIC

AIC

3.5

Discussion

From the simulation study, we observe that the overall performance of the robust
Akaike Information Criterion RAIC is better than that of the classical .41C in
choosing the appropriate order of an autoregressive process. In the case of a contaminated time series process, the RAIC gives better results when the proportion of
contamination E and the variance of the contamination process r2 are relatively small.
Furthermore, the performance of the RAlC for a process with innovation outliers is
found to be better relative to the performance of the RAIC for a process with additive outliers. This is perhaps reasonable, because the affect of additive outliers is
relat ively large as compaxed to the affect of innovation outliers on the GM estimates
of tinie series parameters. A careful study of the breakdown properties of the Ghf
estimates in a time series setting is needed in order to improve the performance of the
RAIC further. Our simulation study indicates that the proportion of contamination
E should be reasonably s m d for a better performance of the RAIC.
In this chapter, we focused on the mode1 selection criterion for autoregressive prw
cesses. It seems important to develop a robust criterion for general ARMA processes.
Note that the parameters of en ARMA process are very hard to estimate robustly
(see Ronchetti, 1997). When moving-average terms are present in a time series process. the Gibi estimates result in unbounded influence function. As a consequence,
the GM estinlates and the mode1 selection criterion based on these estimates are not
robust. So in order to develop a robust criterion for A R M A processes, it is important to find a robust technique for estimating the correspondhg A R M A components.
Much work remains to be done in this area.

Chapter 4

Robust Estimation of Nonlinear
Regression Wit h Autoregressive
Errors
4.1

Introduction

Nonlinear regression models play an important rote in many fields. The classical estimates of nonlinear regression are often very sensitive to outliers in the data. As a
remedy, robust versions of these classical estimates have been studied by a number
of authors. Some of the robust techniques of nonlinear regression are discussed in
Fraiman (1983), Stromberg and Ruppert (1992), Stromberg (1993). Raiman (1983)
proposed an optimal M estimate with bounded gross error sensitivity in the case of a
nonlinear regression setting with independent errors. Stromberg and Ruppert (1992)
discuss the high breakdown point robust estimation in nonlinear regression. They
extended the idea of the finitesample breakdown analysis from linear to nonlinear
regression. In a linear regession setting, the lînite-sample breakdown point of an
estimator is d e h e d as the smallest proportion of data that must be changed to cause
an infinite perturbation of an estimator. In nonlinear regression, Stromberg and Rup
pert (1992) introduce the concepts of upper and lower breakdown funutions to give a
new definition of the finite-sample breakdown point. Instead of defining breakdown
in terms of the estimated parameter, the breakdown point in nonlinear regression is

defined in terms of the e s t h a t e d regression function. Stromberg and Ruppert (1992)
pointed out t hat the least median squares (LMS),
proposed by Rousseeuw (l984),
and the l e s t trirnmed squares (LTS) estimators in a nonlinear regression setting
have high breakdown point a t most 112. The L M S and the LTS estimators are
defined by the rninimization of the median or the trimmed mean of the squares of
the residuals, respectively. Although the LMS and the LTS estimators have high
breakdown points, they are not efficient (see Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987). To find
an efficient as weU a s a high breakdown point estimator in a nonlinear regession
problem, Stromberg (1993) developed an algorithrn which uses Yohai's M M estimate
(see Yohai, 1987) starting from a high breakdown point estimate such as the L M S
estimate. Yohai (1987)developed the M M estimate using a redescending 6 function
such as the bisquare function. However, the MI11 estimate has unbounded i d u ence function as its ineuence hnction depends on the vector of covariates x, which
is unbounded. Yohai and Zarnar (1988)introduced a new class of robust estimates
called r estimates. The T estimates are defined by minimizing a scale estimate T
applied to the residuals. Here also redescending $J functions are used to find the T
estimates. Like MM estimates, the T estimates have unbounded influence functions
in the x's. Recently, Ferri, K e l m a n s b Yohai and Zamar (1999) proposed a class of
generalized r estimates which have bounded influence function in the x's. These e s
timates are defined by minimizing the T scale of the weighted residuals, with weights
that penalize high-leverage observations. Like M M and r estimates, redescending S,
functions are used to obtain the generalized T estimates. Redescending $J functions
vanish outside some central region which are able to reject extrerne outliers entirely.
However, the use of these @ functions may not be efficient in certain situations. Huber ( 1981) commented t hat the redescending
functions are certainly beneficial if
t here are extrerne outliers, but the improvement is relatively minor with respect to
the asymptotic variance and is counterbdanced by an increase of the minimax risk.
It may be show-n that with a small proportion of moderate outliers, the generalized r
estimates based on the redescending @ functions are not efficient as compared to the
generalized iLI (GM) estimates based on the Huber's monotone @ function. In this
thesis! Huber's iI> function has been used in the GIM estimation of nonlinear regression
with autoregressive errors. A method has been developed for the joint estimation of

+

the regression parameters and the autoregressive parameters of a noniinear regression
model with autoregressive errors.
Situations in which data are collected sequentially over time may result in substantial serid correlations in the errors. It often occurs with economic data where
the response y measures the state of a market at a particular time. Another typical example where serially correlated errors often arise is in the modeling of growth
cuves to data on a single animal over a certain period. In many cases, we observe
a nonlinear relationship between the response variable y and the vector of covariates
x. We develop a generalized M (GM)
estimation method for the joint estimation of
the regression parameters and the autoregressive parameters of a nonlinear regession model with autoregressive errors. In section 4.2, we introduce the proposed GiLI
estimation method. The resulting estimates are similar to Mallows-type CM estimates. For an AR(q) process of the errors, we minimize an objective function which
is based on the robust ified version of the conditional negative log-likelihood function
of yq+i, . . . ,y, for the given values yl, . . . ,y,.
'

CVe then stiidy the infinitesimal behavior of the robust estimates based on the
time series analogue of Harnpel's influence function in section 4.3. It is shown that
the resulting C M estimates have bounded influence functions under some regularity conditions. The iduence functions are derived hom the time series extension of
Harnpel's influence function as described in Martin and Yohai (1986). In section 4.4,
we study the asymptotic properties of the robust estimates of nonlinear regression
in some detail. We show that under some suitable assumptions, the proposed GilI
est iniat es of the regression parameters and the autoregressive parameters are asymp
totically normally distributed with a certain mean vector and a covariance matrix.
To choose an appropriate order for the autoregressive error process in a nonlinear
regression setting, we extend the robust Akaike Information Criterion introduced in
chapter 3 to the case of a nonlinear regression with autoregessive errors. This extended robust criterion is presented in section 4.5.
As an application of the proposed robust method, in section 4.6 we analyze a

ground level ozone data set which appears to have nonlinear relationship with some
meteorological variables a s covariates. As the data are collected over equally spaced
time, there appears to be a significant serial correlation in the errors. h,Ioreover, the

error process is found to be heteroscedastic with respect to the covariates. We develop
a robust technique to model the variance of the heteroscedastic errors as a function
of the covariates. Section 4.7 gives the conclusions of the chapter.

4.2

GM Estimation of Nonlinear Regression With
Autoregressive Errors

Let us consider a nonlinear regression model of the form

where y, E W, xt E R P , p E RPl and h is a deterministic model hinction that is
assumed to be continuous in p for each xl. It is also assumed that the error process
et follows an autoregressive process of order q defmed by

where ut are assumed to be independent N(O,o:) and #i, .. . ,4qare the autoregressive
parameters. Here var(ut)= O; is considered to accommodate the heteroscedasticity
among the residuals. Using equation (4.2), (4.1) can be reexpressed as

where we use ht in place of h(xc;p) for notational convenience. We cm rewrite model
(4.3) in the form

where

can be fitted by the method of least squares. Alternatively, under normality as-

sumptions, we can maKimize the conditional Likelihood function of y,+l, . . . , y,, given
y . . . . , y . The resulting estimates are referred to as conditional ML or conditional
L S estimates. For now, we assume that ot is known. Then the conditional negative
log-likelihood function of y,+l,. . . ,y,, for the given YI,.. . ,yq can be expressed, up to
a constant? in the form

where oT = (pT.#=) is the vector of parameters to be estirnated. Here s may be
considered as a random variable containing ail the elements yt and xt for t = 1,. . . ,n.
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of 8 can be obtained by rninimizing this
negative log-likelihood function with respect to 8. This ML estimate of 8 is not
robust in the sense that arbitrarily s m d departures of the underlying distribution
from normality may result in arbitrarily large asymptotic variances and biases of the
estimator (bIaronna, Bustos and Yohai, 1979). For a robust estimate of 8, Huber
( 1981) suggested rninimizing a robust version of the negat ive log-likelihood funct ion
in the form

for an arbitrary continuous even function p. The commonly used forms of p function
include p ( x ) = $c2, which corresponds to the normal density and

$x2

if 1x1 5 k

klxl - ik2
- otherwise

which corresponds to the Huber's l e s t favorable distribution for location (see Huber,
1981). The most common choice of the constant k is 1.345. For the choice k = 1.345,
the corresponding location estimator has 95% efficiency a t the normal model. Let
@ be the derivative of p. Then minimization of the objective function Hz(s,
0 ) in
equation (4.7)is equivalent to the solution of the h.1 estimating equation

The estirnates obtained by minimizing the objective funct ion Hz (s,8)or, equivalently,
by solving the estimating equation (4.9) iterat ively are termed as rCI estimates. Note
that the 1\.I estimators bound the influence of the residuals but not the iduence of
the position in the design space. It can be shown that the influence function of an
hl estimator is proportional t o @((yt - pt)/ut)(dpt/dO),
which may be unbounded
with respect to the covariates. As a consequence, the M estimates may become
nonrobust with respect to outlien in the x-direction. To bound the joint iduence of
the residuals and the position in the design space, we consider using GiCI estirnates.
The GM estimates are obtained by minimizing an objective function of the form

$IP,

are termed
wit h respect to 0 , where ut = ut (xt,
and ut = v (xt,417,
as weight functions. A number of choices of zut and vt are available (see Hampe1 et
al, 1986, p.347). The commonly used weights are the classical ( w t= ut = 1) and the
SIallows (ut= 1) weights. Note that the choice ut= ut = 1 gives the 111 estimate
of 0. Here we consider the comrnonly used hIallowstype GM estimation which uses
the weight function w,and ut = 1. Thus for the M d o w s t y p e G M estimates, the
objective function H r ( s ,0 ) in equation (4.10)reduces to

We minimize this objective function for the GM estimate of 9 based on the Huber's p

function defined in equation (4.8). The weight hinction ut= ui(zt) downweights the
We use the weight Function
leverage points in the design space zt = (xt,d~q,
U(X)

= w (x, m,, S,) = min

b
(X - m2)TS;1(~
-w

i

)

as suggested by Simpson, Ruppert and Carroll (1992). Here m, and S, are considered as the minimum volume eilipsoid ( M V E ) estimators of location and scale of
x. respectively. The MVE estimators are d e h e d as the location and scale of the
smallest ellipsoid containing at least [(n p 1)/2] points, where p is the dimension
of x. (see Rousseeuw and van Zomeren, 1990). These iWVE estimators of location
and scale are highly robust with a breakdown point of almost 1/2. The constant b is
chosen as the (1 - ao)quantile of the chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom
equal to the dimension of x. The common choice of a0 is .05. y is chosen as a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. Note that larger value of y results in smdler
value of the weight function correspondhg to a leverage point. In the application section of this chapter we analyze a data set, where we use y = 2 for the weight functions.

+ +

For the G M estimate of 0, we can minimize the objective function H,(s, 8 ) direct ly
or, equivalently, we can solve the GM estimating equations obtauied by taking the
derivative of H,(s, 9 ) with respect to 0 and equating to zero. Ditferentiating the
objective function H,(s,8 ) with respect to oT = (pT, (which is a vector of the
regression parameter p and the autoregressive parameter 4) gives the C M estirnating
equat ions

and

=

9

where ?$ = aa - qjIaaa h - t - ... - @q
- h : ~ : ) .These equations
and +a#
L =
can be solved iteratively for the G M estimate of O* = (PT 4 T ). The above two G M
estimating equations can be expressed in the form

z;

where y: = (y,,yt-1,. . . , y117 X: = (xt, xt-1, . . . ,xi), WY:, 0 ) = ( l l d x
w(zt)@((yt- pt(zt;O))/at)(ap,/aO) and zt = (xt,x:~:,&y).
Note that so far we
have assumed that ot (the standard error of ut)is known. In practice, we need to
estimate O, by using a suitable technique which is usually based on the pattern of
the estimated residuals. For the choice ot = a, we c m use the median absolute deviation (mdtiplied by a tuning constant) medt (yt - jit //.6745(t = q l , . .. ,n) as a
robust estimate of o. However, for a general case, estimation of ut becomes harder as
modeling of O, depends on the characteristics of the data. In the application section
of this chapter, we develop a mode1 for estimating ut which mainly depends on the
pattern of the residuals with respect to the covariates. To solve the GiCI estimating
equations (4.13) and (4.14), we use the Newton-Raphson method of iteration. Using
the first order Taylor's series approximation, the left hand side of equation (4.13) can
be approximated as

+

and ot,
where 8; = (& 4;) and oto are some ,tial values of oT = (pT,
respectively. Replacing the last term in the above expression by its expectation

(which is zero), we can write

P = Po + 1~1;~qio
where

and

Applying sirnilar technique. the GM estimating equation (4.14) gives

4 = #* + lMil420
where

and

The equations (4.16) and (1.17) can be solved iteratively for the GM estimates of
the regression parameter p and the autoregressive parameter 4, respectively. The
U S U ~choice of the initial estimates of p and
are the classical least squares (LS)
estimates. However, as the L S estimates are not robust , some authors suggest using
robust estirnates such as the least median squares (LIIIS)estimates as the initial
values of ,û and #. The estimation of ccis discussed in the application section of this
chapter where we mode1 ot as a function of the covariates. We update estimate of ut

for each updated estimate of

oT = (pT,@=).

In the next section, we discuss the infinitesimal behavior of the GM estimates in
terms of their conesponding influence functions.

4.3

Influence Function of the GM Estimators

The influence functiori introduced by Hampe1 (1974) is considered as a technique of
studying the local stability of an estimator under a point-mas contamination of the
data or the underlying distribution. Hampe1 (1974) defines the influence function
of an estimator based on a set of independent observations yl, . . . ,y, with common
. ,y,) may
distribution function F. It is assumed that the estimator Tn= Tn(yll..
be obtained from a functional T = T(F)defined on a space of distributions of y
by evaluating T at the empirical distribution function Fn : T, = T(F,).Let F, =
(1 - E ) F CA,, be a point-mass contamination of the true distribution F ? where
A, is a delta function which has point-mass 1 at y and O elsewhere. Then the
influence function is the directional derivative of the functional T at F in the direction
determined by A, :

+

IF(y; T , F) = lim
É-O

TE,)- T ( F )
E

(4.18)

Note that this approach is certainly useN in the case of an i.i.d. setting as estimators
with i.i.d. data are invariant under permutations of the data, and may be obtained
from functionals T(F) of the marginal distribution F by evaluating T at the empirical
distribution function F,. When the estimators are based on a sequence of time
series data, the t ime configuration of the contarninating points will be important
in defining the influence function of a time series parameter estimate. Martin and
Yohai (1986) discuss Hampel's influence function in a time series parameter estimation
setting. Assume that the observations y* are realizations of a stationary and ergodic
B,P), B being the family of Borel
process on Wdm~m: with probability space
sets in R-m*m,with P in the set PSEof all stationary and ergodic rneasures on
(IR-".", B).Here Et-"*" represents the space of ail doubly infinite sequences such as

(. . . ,y-,, go, y*, y?, . . . ). The d u e n c e function of a time series parameter estimate
can be defined for general functionals T(P). Suppose, the univariate contamination
distribut ion Fe is replaced by the process contamination measure P, = (1- E) P +€Ay,
where in general y = (. . . ,y-1, y ~ , g l.,. . ) E
, A, has unit mass at y , and P
is a measure in PSE.Assume that the time-series parameter estirnate is defined for
not only stationary and ergodic measure P, but also for the contamination measure
P, = (1- E ) P +cAy, O 5 e 5 1. Then Martin and Yohai (1986) define the time-series
analogue of Hampel's influence function in the form

provided the limit exists.

We shall use this definition to find the influence funct ions of the GM estimates of
nonlinear regression with autoregessive mors.

Let the observations {yi, xi) be ceordinates of a vector-valued stationary and
ergodic process {y,X) with the measure P in PsE,where y = (. . . ,y-1, yo, YI,. . .)
and X = (. . . ~ ~ - l , m , x l.,.).. Note that instead of the general functional T(P),
al1 ensuing results are for a special class of functionals T associated with time-series
parameter estimates T, which c m be computed as a solution to the G M estimating
equat ion

= ( s , ~ i -.l.,,xi).
.
The functionds @i and Tn
. and
where yf = ( ~ ~ ~ y i -.1. ,,yl)
are both vector-valued. The subscript i on 9iaccounts for "end-effects" which vanish
aft er a finite number of observations for autoregressive models. The asymptotic value
T = T ( P )of T, c m be determined by using a fixed psi function which satisfies

for each t and i 2 I with Yi = ( ~ ~ , y ~ - ~E~R"
- . .and
) Xi=

(

~

~

j

x

i

-

~

,

.

.

.

E

)

W?

For an AR(q) process, we c m choose 1 = q
including ergodicity, we may have
1

lim n-oc n

C
i=l

@ i ( ~ : t

x:;t ) = n-oc
hm

'C
71

i= 1

+ 1. Under suitable regularity conditions
~

(

xi;i t), = EQ(yl, X1;t).

~

(4.22)

So ive assume that the asymptotic value T = T(P)of the time-series estimate T, is
defined by

Here T is defined on Poconsisting of all P in PsEfor which the integral (4.23) exists
and is finite. We assume that the equation (4.23) has a unique root Bo = T(P).
In the specific case of H,(s,O ) defined by (4.1 l ) , for a unique root OO.the corresponding objective function E[H,(s,O)] must be convex. In fact , E[H,(s, O ) ] based
on Huber's p fiinction is convex and ensures a unique root OO. Note that for the
GAI estimating equations (4.13) and (4.14), the qi function in equation (4.20) can
be defined as (assuming var(ui)=l, for simplicity)

+

for i 2 q 1, and ~ ( 2 =~ w(zi,
)
m,, S,) is defined as
where zi = ( x i ,<IL,
in (4.12). Correspondingly, the Limit V function can be d e h e d as

where w(z 1) may be considered as a functional w(zl, m(P),S ( P ) )with respect to the
probability measure P. Thus under suitabie regularity conditions, equation (4.19)
gives the influence function of the huictional T ( P ) in the form

wliere A,, ,x, has point-mass 1 at {yl,Xi)and O elsewhere. Therefore, using equation (1.23), the influence function of the hinctional T(P) is obtained as

'lote that this influence function is bounded in both y1 and Xiwhen w ( z l ) x
p 1 (Z1 ; 0) is bounded. For some nonlinear regression functions, the weight function w defined by (4.12) may result in unbounded influence functions of the GiCI
estimates in terms of unbounded values of the product w ( z l ) x g P l ( z l ; O ) . We address this issue in the application section of this chapter and suggest a modified form
of the weight function w in the case of an unbounded influence function.

&

In the next section, we discuss the asymptotic normality of the GM estimates in
the case of a nonlinear regression setting with dependent errors.

4.4

Asymptotic Normality of the GM Estimators

To develop the asymptotic normality of the Gh1 estimates, we use the approach of
mean value theorem following Domowitz and White (1982). Recall that the GiV
estimate of 0 can be obtained by minimizing an objective function of the form

where v(yt,zt, O ) = w(zt)p(yt - pt(zt,O ) ) , with a weight function w and a suitable p
function. Here s can be considered as a random variable containhg all the elements
: = 1, for simplicity. Under stationarity
zt and y,. We assume that var(yt) = o
conditions, we have

Let us consider the functional

CVe use the following general assumptions to establish the asymptotic results for the
G M estimates.

(al) The function p ( x ) is continuous and even in x.
(a2) The ~unction$(x), derivative ofp(x), is continuous, odd and bounded in x.
(a3) The weight function w ( x ) is continuous in x.
( a 4 The function H(8) has an identifiably unique minimirer 00, where 0 is an
element of 8,a compact subset of an Euclidean space.

(as) The sequence v ( y t ,z t ,8 ) zs continuous on 8,and is a rnensllmble function of
( ~ t z?t ) .

(a?) The sequence v(yt,z t , 8 ) is continuouîly dzfferentiable of order 2 in 8.

Assumptions (al)-(a3)are Very mild" assumptions in our situation. Huber's p
and (u functions are both well-behaved continuous functions. Also the weight function ~ ( x )which
,
is considered as a function of the BIahalanobis distance as defined
in equation (4.12),is continuous in z. In assumption (a4), for the minimizer Bo to
be identifiably unique, the function R(0) must be locally uniformly strictly convex.
Note that ~ ( 8based
)
on Huber's p hinction is convex and gives a minimizer which
is identifiably unique (see Huber, 1981 for details). Assumption (a5) is required for
the existence of the variance as well as the d u e n c e function of a Gh1 estimator.
Assumpt ion (a7) requires t hat the sequence Y (yt z t 70 ) is continuously differentiable of order 2 on 8.Note that Huber's p function defined in equation (4.8) does
Y

not have a continuous second derivative, which cleariy violates this assumption. As a
r e m e d ~we can consider a modXed form of the Huber's p function, which provides a
continuous second derivative. We define the modified Huber's p hmction in the form
for x 4 -$k
for-$k<x<-bk
for -$k 5 x 5 &k

-&(x-T)

3

+kx-#k2

(4.30)

forfk<x<$k
for x

2 ik.

The corresponding modified Huber's $ function can be expressed as

(

=

l

-k

for x 5 -ik

I2k (x + $ ) 2 - k

for -ik < x < -$

x

for -hk 5 x 5 !jk

-&(x-$)'+k

for $ < x +

k

for x 2 ik.

(4.31)

In Figure 4.1' the modified Huber's p and 11 functions are shown with their corresponding original Huber's p and q!~hinctions. Here k = 1.345 has been used for the
p and Q functions. As both p functions are close to each other, we expect similm
results from the two p functions.
Note that to derive the asymptotic results for the G M estimates, we use a uniform
law of large numbers and a centrai limit theorem valid for time dependent data. The
key concept employed is uniform integrability to ensure the uniforrn convergence of
a sequence. Hoadley (1971) uses the assumption of uniform integrability to establish the asymptotic properties of an estimator in the case where the observations are
independent. White and Domowitz (1981) extend the results of Hoadley to establish asymptotic results for time dependent data. White and Domowitz impose some
mixing conditions: which restrict the memory of a process in a fashion analogous to
the role of ergodicity for a stationary stochastic process. The concepts of mbcing and

rho function

Figure 4.1: Modiiied Kuber's
functions (solid lines)

psi function

p and

<Ii functions (dotted lines) and original Huber's p and $J

uniform integability of a sequence are discussed below with some definitions

Let us define two measures of dependence between o-dgebras. Let Bi and B2 be
two O-algebras and define

where P is a probability measure on a probability space (R, B, P). Intuitively, the COefficients ç5 and a measure the dependence of the events in & on those in Bi in terms
of how much the probability of the joint occurrence of an event in each g-dgebra
differs From the product of the probabilities of each event occurring. The events in
Bi and B2 are independent if and only if 4 and a are zero. The function a provides
an absolute measure of dependence, while #I measures dependence reiative to P(Bi).

{x)

Definition 4.4.1 Mixing: For a sequence of random vectors
defined on
the probability space (R, B7P), let 8: be the Borel o-algebra of events generated by
{K, K+I.. . . h).Define the mixing coefficients

A sequence For which #(m)+ O as m -r oo is termed as uniform or #-mixing and a
sequence for which a ( m ) + O a s m + oo is termed as strong or a-mkhg.
The coefficients @(m)
and a(m)meanire the dependence between events separated by
at least rn time periods. Thus if #(m)= O or a(m) = O for some ml events m periods
apart are independent. By dowing #(m) or cr(m) to approach zero as m -r oo: we
allow considerations of situations where events are asymptotically independent. Note
),
implies a-mixing. For a real number r, 1 5 r 5 oo,
that as d ( m ) 2 ~ ( m +mUcing
(i) if d(m) = O(m-r) for T > rl(2r - l ) , we Say that #(m)is of size r l ( 2 r - 1) and
(ii) if a ( m )= O(m-r) for T > r / ( r - l),r > 1, we Say that a ( m ) is of size r / ( r - 1).
This definition gives precise idea about the memory of a random sequence that can be

related to moment conditions expressed in t e m s of r. If r + a?, a sequence exhibits
more and more dependence, and if r -,1, a sequence exhibits less dependence. If any
sequence {Yt)is independent N(0, O:), then {K) has 4(m)of size 1. lf the sequence
is a Gaussian AR(1) process, then { Y I } has a(m)of size r / ( r - 1) for any r > 1.
In fact, ~ ( mdecreases
)
exponentially with m for the AR(1) process. Under general
condit ions, ARMA processes have exponent i d y decaying mernories. The result for
the A R ( l ) process also extends to an ARMA process (White, 1984).

{x}

1% state the following assumption on the mixing conditions.

(a8) The sequence v(yt, zt , O ) is either 4-mixing, with @(m)of size r / (2r - 1), r 2 1,
or a-mixing, with ~ ( mof) ~ i z er/(r - l ) , r > 1 .

Definition 4.4.2 Uniform Integrability: A family {Xt : t E I } of integrable
random variables is said to be uniformly integrable if

A sufficient condition for { X t : t E I ) to be uniformly integrable is that EIXt
5
h < ca for some positive constants A and 6 (see Hoadley, 1971). Moreover, if
El& Ir+' 5 4 < oo for some r 2 1 and O < 6 < r , then the integable function
{X, : t E I } is said to be uniformly (r+6)-integrable (see Domowitz and White, 1982).
The concept of uniform integrability is important to the approach adopted here to
prove the uniform convergence of H,(s, 8 ) and Hn(s,8 ) to H (8) and H"(B), respect ively. The following assumptions of uniform integrability of a sequence v(yt,zt, 0 )
will be used to establish the asymptotic results of consistency and normality of a Gi1.I
estimat or.

(a9) For the measumble sequence v(yt, zt, O ) , vhich 2s continuous on 8,
E l ~ ( y ~ , z ~ , 9 )5
1 'A
+ ~< ~ f o r a l l 8E 8, T 2 1, O < 6 r; that is, thesepence
v(y,. z,, O ) is unifomly (r + 6)-integrable.

<

(ale) For
= (81,.. . ,QT,
{ a u ( y t 1 z t 7 û ) / ~ ~i , }=, 1,. . . , p , are ~ ~ i f ~ m2Ttip
integrable for al1 0 E 8, and for some r > 1.

(ail) For 8 = (91,. . . ,Q T , { a 2 u ( ~ zt7
t 1 9)/LMilMj),2 , j = 1, . . . ,p, are u n i f o n l y
( r + &integrable for some r 2 1, O < 6 5 r al1 8 E 8.
Assimption (a9) can be established for some specific choices of r and S. Note
that the assumption of uniform ( r + 6)-integrability of the measurable sequence
{ v ( y t .z,, 0 ) ) requires that

for some r 2 1, O < 6 5 r. Since u(yt,z t , 0 ) = w(zt)p(yt- p t ( z t ,0 ) ) I
p(vt p h i . 0)) I ( y t - pt(zt, û))2T
it is suficient to show that

for some r

2 1, O < b 5 T . As 8 is assumed to be a compact subset of an Euciidean

space, the above expectation may be considered as finite for some choices of r and 6.
As a simple illustration, let us consider r + b = 1. Then

Here var(yt) is finite. As 9 is compact, the second term in the above equation is
also finite. Similady, it may be shown that for some choices of r 2 1' O < b 5 T ,
su~esE
e l ~t ~t (zt 6 )12(r+qis finite. The value of
dence in a stationaxy sequence.

T

depends on the allowable depen-

By a similar argument, it may be s h o w that (a10) and (all) are also reasonable assumptions in our situation. It wiIl be shown that under assumptions ( a 7 ) ,

1

(a8) and ( a l l ) , H ( B ) is continuous and ~ : ( s , 0) - A"(@)( 4 O a.s. uniformly for

al1 8 E 8, where ~ " ( 8 =
) Lm,-,

z:=,+i

H;(B) = lim,.

E[H;(s,û)] and H:(s,8) =

(i/n)
[J1(yt1zt, @)Il d'(y,, zt, 8) is the second derivative of v ( y t ,zt, 8 ) with respect to 8.
New, we state the following lemmas which lead to the consistency and asymptotic

normality results of the G M estimators.

Lemma 4.4.1 Let {Y,} be a scalar sequence with 4(m)of size r l ( 2 r - 1) or a(m)
ofsizer/(r-l),r > 1,andlet E ( x ) = p t . I f f ~ r O < b ~ r , ~ ~ ~ ( E I Y I -r +pb )~IIr
l~+~/t
+ O as. as n -t oo. (See McLeish, 1975 for proof).
< m. then
(y, -

1 h x:=,

1

Using this lemma, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4.2 Let {K} be a sequence with 4(m) of size r l ( 2 r - 1) or a ( m )
of size r / ( r - 1): r > 1, such that EIYJ+' < A <oc for O < 6 5 r, and al1 t
CL1( y , - Pt) + O a s . as n -r m.

1?

1

ProoE Let Y and Z be two random variables with E(YIr < w and El21
for some r > O. Then the "ç inequality" gives EIY+ZIr 5 c, (EIYIr + EIZIr), where
ç = 1 if r 5 1 and ç = 2'-l if r > 1 (White, 1984). Using this inequality, we have

By assumption, EI&lr+b< A and using Jensen's inequality, we have Iptl 5 ElYIl 5
( ~ l ~ l ~ + ~ ) " ( ' + ? This irnplies that for all t, lPtlr+& < A. Hence for all t, El& lr+d < y + b - I (A
A) = Y+&A.SO

+

since CF, t-(1+6/r) < cm for any (&Ir)> O. Thus the conditions of Lemma 4.4.1 are
satisfied and the result follows. I

Note t hat for sequences with longer mernories, r is greater, and the moment restrictions increase accordingly. So there is a trade-off between the amount of allowable
dependence and the sufficient moment restrictions. Corollary 4.4.2 can be extended
to the lemrna below which ensures the alrnost sure uniform convergence of H J s , O )
to H ( O ) , which will be required to establish the asymptotic results.
Lemma 4.4.3 Let the sequence {qt(8)) be measurable for each 8 in 8,and
continuous on 8,a compact subset of an Euclidean space, uniformly in t , as. with
respect to a probability measure P. If 4(m) is of size rl(2r - 1), r 2 1, or a(m)is of
size r / ( r - 1), T > 1, and for alle E 8, if E ( ~ ~ ( O )5
~ 'A+ *< oo for O < b 5 r , and
al1 t , then
(a) E [q,(O)] is continuous on

(b)

:1

8 uniformly in t , and

C:,,[qc(8) - 13(gt(8))]/+ O a.s. as n

+ oo,uniformly

in 0.

Proof: (a) Since qt(0) is continuous on 8, uniformly in t , a.s., for each 8 0 E 8lim qt ( 8 ) = qc(Bo) as 0 + 8 0 uniformly in t , a.s. Moreover, for each 8 E 8 and al1 t ,
qt(0)is uniformly integrable under the given assumptions. Therefore, using Theorem
A.3 (ii) of Hoadley (1971),we have limElqt(0) - qt(Bo)l= O as B -r Bo uniformly in
t . Hence we have lim E[qt(B)] = E[qt(OO)]as û -+ Bo uniformly in t. This completes
the proof.
(b) Since under the mixing conditions, qt(B) is assumed to be (r
uniformly in t , and all8 E 8,the result follows from Corollary 4.4.2.

+ 6)-integrable

This lemma will be applied to the sequence {u(yt,zt, O)} in Theorem 4.4.4 and to the
sequence {d'(yt, zt, 9 ) ) in Theorem 4.4.7 to establish the uniform convergence of the
sequences H,(s,8) and H: (s, O ) , respect ively.
Now, we state the following theorem to obtain a consistency result of the GII1
est imat es.

Theorem 4.4.4 (Consistency) Under assumptions (a4), (a6), (a8) and (a9),
for the G M estimator ê, obtained by minimizing the objective function Hn(s,
O),
0,

-,

a.s. as n

4

m.

Proof: Under assumptions (a6),(a8) and (a9), we can apply Lemma 4.4.3 to the
sequence { v ( y t ,z t , O)} to show that ~ ( 8=) E[v(yl, zl,O ) ] is continuous on 9 and
H , (S. 8 ) - H (0)(
O a.s. uniformly for ail 8 E 8. Under assumption (a4), A ( O )
lias a unique minimizer 8 0 and the resdt then foliows from Theorem 2.2 of Domowitz
and White (1982).

1

-

The asymptot ic normality of an estimator can be obtained by taking a mean value
expansion of the first-order conditions for a minimum of Hn(s,
8). The mean value
expansion gives

where 8, is lying on the segment connecting en and Bo, and HL and Hi are the
corresponding first and second derivatives of Hn with respect to 8. The function H i
gives the Hessian of H,,.From (4.32),we have

since Hk(s, 6,) = O for the minimizer 9,. Now, the asymptotic norrnality of 9, follows if the Hessian is properly behaved, that is, if it converges appropriately and if
f i H h ( s , $0) in (4.33) has the central Limit property.
Using Theorem 2.6 of Domowitz and White (1982), we state the following lernma
to establish the central limit property of fiHA(s, 8).
a+n
Lemma 4.4.5 Let Sn = C;,,Y, and Ta@) = n-51 C,+
,&
for a sequence
{Y,} of random variables satisfying (a) E(Yf)= O; (b) there exists a h i t e and nonzero Q such that E ( ( c ( n ) ) 2 ) + Q as n + oc, u n i f o d y in a; and (c) EIKl" I
il < cû for a,il t and some r > 1. If either #(m)or a(m) is of size r / ( r - 1), then

n - 4 ~ f- sn

N(O, 1). (For proof, see White and Domowitz, 1981).

Recall t hat the derivative of the objective function H, (s, 8) wit h respect to 8 gives

wliere

is the derivative of the function p. Under assumptions (a8)and (ale), the

sequence Y , = w ( z t ) ~ ( y-tpt(zt,O ) )(dpt/dO) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.4.5.
For Sn= C;.,Y , and T,(n)= n-f
K, we have

x",

Also at 6 = 00,we have

[the cross-product term is zero since E
and E (Y,+11 z , + ~ )is zero, and so on ]

(&KT,) = E (XE*

(K+l

/ zt+l))

Tlius under the given assumptions, the central limit theorem applies to

f i H k ( s , O ) . that is, f i H k ( s ,

80)

(11f i S n =

iV(0, Q).

Now, we state the following lemma which wiLl ensure that the Hessian converges

properly.

Lemma 4.4.6 Suppose, GJs, 8) is a measurable function on a measurable
space Cl, and for each s E Cl, a continuous function on 8,a compact subset of
an Euclidean space. If the huiction ~ ( 8 =
) E[Gn(s,O)] is continuous on 8 with
IG,(s.6) - G ( o ) ~+ O a.s. uniformly for all û E 8,and if 8,(s) - B o -t O a.s., then
G, (S. B. (s)) - ~ ( 8 0 )+ O a s . (The proof is identical to t hat of Theorem 2.3 of
Domowitz and White, 1982).

1

/

The central limit property follows from the next theorem. In this theorem we
address the convergence of the Hessian as well as the asymptotic normality of the
GAI estimates.

Theorem 4.4.7 (Asyrnptotic Normality) Under assumptions (al)-(all ) ,the
central limit property of the GM estimator 8, gives

-'

where V = [- H (oO)] Q [-p(Bo)]
est imator t), .

-' provides the asymptotic variance of the GM

Proof: Recall equation (4.33) of the mean value expansion. Under assumptions
(a4) (a6), (a8) and (a9),en -+ Bo a s . as n -+ oc (see Theorem 4.4.4). Under assump
tions (a7), (a8) and (al 1), we c m apply Lemma 4.4.3 to the sequence {d'(yt,zt ,O))
to show that p ( 8 ) is continuous on 8 and
0) - ~ ( 8 +
) O a.s. uniformly
for dl 0 E 8. Now, since 6, + 8 0 a.s. and 8, is a suitable mean value, and since
(Hi(s,8 ) - ~ " ( 8-+) O a s . uniformly for a l l 8 E 8,using Lemma 4.4.6, we can show
0,) - H ( & ) ( + O a s . Aiso under assumptions (a8) and (alO), we can
that
apply Lemma 4.4.5 to show that the central limit theorem applies to f i H ; ( s , & ) ,

IH,"(s,

IH:(S,

1

1

that is, f i H A ( s , Bo)

N ( 0 , Q). Then the theorem foilows hom equation (4.33).

.

-A"(@)= lim,,

EL-Hn(s, O ) ] = i l l , where
i1 = E [ W ( Z ~ ) $ ~ (-~ pl(~l,8))$$T].
~
It is important to note that the variance
function V can also be obtained from the idluence function as
I t can be shown that the function

where the influence function I F(yl
,XI;T, P) is defined in equation (4.27) for the
functional T ( P ) = &. Note that since
= (pT,+=),
the function M c m be
expressed as

where

with each term evaluated a t 0 = Bo. Similarly, the function Q can be expressed as

where

with each term evaluated at 8 = Oo.

The asymptotic variance V = hl-l Q M-I can be estimated by its sample c o u -

w here

T -T

and so on, with each term evaluated at the GM estimate gT = (fi ,+ ) of the
parameter eT = ( pT ,#T ) We use 8 in place of the G M estirnate 9, for notational
convenience. Note that throughout this section, we assume that -(ut) = 0; = 1, for
simplicity. In practice, at is estimated by a suitable method which we discuss in the
application section of this chapter. For estimated ât,the variance function V should
be estimated accordingly.

4.5

Choosing Order of the Autoregressive Error
Process in Nonlinear Regression

Akaiki Information Criterion (RAIC)for choosing
the appropriate order of an autoregressive error process. In Chapter 3. we discussed
the RAIC in order to choose the correct order of an autoregressive process. In this
section, we extend t his RAIC to the nonlinear regression wit h autoregressive enors.
For the nonlinear regression model (4.1),the order q of the AR(q) process { e t ) can
be determined by minimizing the robust version of the Information Criterion
\Ne use the robust version of the

ahere zt = (xt, xi::,
t r ( A P Q) with

&y),

the tuning constant c, = 2(n - q ) / C
.,r

+,w ( z t ) , â,

=

and q* is the maximum possible value of q under consideration for the order of the
autoregressive error process. We choose that value of q which minimizes RAIC(q)
for the best autoregressive model.

4.6

Application: Analysis of Ground Level Ozone
Data

Ozone (O3)
is a trace gas in the atmosphere. The highest concentration of ozone is in
the stratosphere, where it shields the eart h's surface fkom harmful ultraviolet radiation. At the surface, however, ozone itself is harmful, with serious impacts on public

health and environment. Excessive tropospheric ozone concentrations, that arise as a
consequence of changes in precursor emissions, are of main concern in air pollution.
Ozone concentrations have been high enough in certain areas to be of concern for
several decades. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has
been trying to improve the environmental risks by developing an appropriate strategy to control emission sources, which is found to be an effective way of reducing the
ozone level concentrations. The current US air pollution standard stipulates that the
daily maximum ozone concentration can exceed 120 parts per billion (ppb) only three
times in a three year period (Niu, 1996).

As ozone is a secondaxy pollutant, it is dif'Ecult to control the level of ozone concentrations. Ozone is an outcome from photochernical reactions involving precursor
pollut ants. The precursors include a variety of volatile organic compounds, cornprised mainly of nonmethane hydrocarbons, nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO?). Transportation and industrial processes contribute to the emission of
both nonmethane hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides. On the other hand, diverse
sources such as automobiles, chernical manufacturers and other facilities using chemical solvents contribute to the emission of volatile organic compounds. Along with the
sources of precursor emissions, variations in meteorological conditions also contribute
to the fluctuations of ozone level concentrations. For instance, high temperatures coupled with lower wind speeds u s u d y result in high ozone levels. A major issue in the
analysis of ozone data is how to separate trends due to the precursor emissions from
the effects of meteorological variability. Many statistical contributions are focused on
determining the relationship between ozone concentrations and meteorology. In many
cases, nonlinear regression procedures have been developed to relate the ozone concentrat ions with meteorology. Niu (1996) analyzed the daily maxima of gound level
ozone concentrations in the Chicago area of the United States . He introduced a class
of nonlinear additive models for environmental time series, in which both mean levels
and variances of the series are nonlinear functions of relevant meteorological variables.
In this section, we analyze a ozone data set obsewed from a meteorological site
in the Bexar County, Texas, USA. The data were collected by the Texas Natural

Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) and local monitoring networks. We
take the daily maximum of hourly surface ozone concentrations (OZONE)in parts
per billion (ppb) over the ten year period 1986-1995. The corresponding five meteor*
logical variables selected are daily maximum surface temperature (TEMP) in degrees
Fahrenheit, morning average wind speed resultant (MM'S) in miles per hour, afternoon average wind speed resultant (AWS), morning average wind direction resultant
(XIWD) in degrees clockwise hom true north and afternoon average wind direction
resultant (AWD) .
Figure 4.2 presents the plots of daily maximum ozone concentrations against tirne
as well as three meteorological variables. Rom the time series plot of the ozone data,
we observe some seasonal pattern in the ozone concentrations. Ozone level appears
to be positively associated with temperature, and the relationship is nonlinear. Both
morning and afternoon wind speeds have negative impacts on ozone concentrations.
In fact. high temperatures dong with Iower wind speeds usually resdt in high ozone
levei concent rations.

4.6.1

Model Selection

To relate the ozone concentrations with meteorology, we consider a nonlinear regres
sion model with autoregessive erros in the form

where f (xt; p) is a nonlinear function of the meteorological variables, g ( t ; y) represents the trend and seasonal effects and ct is an autoregresive process of order q of
the form

As the daily maximum of ozone series {y,) is usually nonstationaxy, we assume the ut's
are independent N ( 0 , O:), where can be modeled as a huiction of the meteorological
variables. Niu (1996) used this type of model except for the fact that instead of using
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Figure 4.2: Plots of ozone concentrations against time as weU as some meteorological variables

a iionlinear parametric model f ( x t ; P ) , he used a nonlinear additive model for the

met eorolcgical variables. By investigat ing the trends of ozone levels, we consider

that the meteorological variables are exponentiaily related to the mean ozone level
concentrat ions:

the mornwhere X I , represents the dailg maximum surface temperature (TEMP),
ing average wind speed resultant ( M W S ) , x3t the afternoon average wind speed resultant (MWS), xdt the moming average wind direction resultant (MWD) and xst the
afternoon average wind direction resultant (AWD) at time t. The function g ( t ; y)
includes the seasonal and trend terms which is assurned to be of the form

where 71 is a trend parameter which is of great interest in the analysis of ozone concentrations. The parameters yi (i = 2 , . . . ,5) represent the yearly and haif-yearly
seasonal terms. Defining ht = f ( x t ;P ) g(t; r),the model (4.38) can be remit# with
ten as y, = p, + ut (t = q + 1,. . . ,n),where pt = ht
+T = (& , . . . , Op), and ut's are independent N ( 0 , o : ) .

+

+

Remark: Note that for the GIII estimate of eT = ( PT , yT ,4T)
of models (4.38)
and (4.39), the correspondhg influence function is unbounded as the function w(zl) x
& L ~ ( Z8 ~) is
, unbounded (see equation (4.27)). This is due to the fact that when zi
tends to oo, the weight function w(zl) tends to zero at a slower rate as compared
to the function &pi(zl, O ) , which tends to m. For a bounded influence function of
the G M estimates, one may choose an exponentially decaying weight function once
w(zt) is smail. We may consider w(zl) as s m d when it is less than .05.
Now, the next step is to find a suitable model for estimating at. Initially, we
assume that at = a, for each t. Then o can be estimated as b = medtlyt bt 1/.67&, where Ut is obtained by evaluating pt at the G M estimate 8. For a fixed
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o' model (4.38) was fitted assuming that the error et follows an AR(1) process. For
t his fitted model, we plot the standardized residuals (y, - fit)/i? against the meteorological variables TEMP, M W S , AWS and MWD. The scatterplots are shown in

Figure 4.3. From the scatterplots, we certainly observe a pattern in the residuals corresponding to the three important meteorological variables TEMP, MWS and AWS.
The other two meteorological variables MWD and AWD were found to be insigrdicant and no pattern in the residuals was observed corresponding to these variables.
The scatterplot of the residuals against temperature shows that the variability in the
residuals increases for increased temperature. On the other hand, this variability
decreases when wind speed increases. In fact, high temperature coupled with lower
wind speed cause increased variability in the residuals. We consider rnodeling ot as
a function of the three meteorological variables TEMP, M W S and AFVS. To define
a suitable model for O,, we first classify the predictor variables into different categories. For each of the three predictor variables, six class intervals were defined in
such a way that each class interval contains approximately equal number of residuals. For exarnple, for the variable TEMP, the s u class intervals were defined as
{(O! 631,(63,731,(73,801, (80,871, (87,921, (92,1201). Then we define a new variable
TEMP* wit h the values (1, . . . ,6),where TEMP* is 1 if the original TEMP lies in
(0' 631, 2 if TEMP lies in (63,731, and so on. Using sirnilar technique, we define the
new variables MWS* and AWS* with possible values (1,. . . ,6) corresponding to the
original variables MWS and AWS. Now, for the three categorical variables, we define
a 6 x 6 x 6 cross-table with the corresponding residuals in each of the 216 cells. Then
we find the MAD (median absolute deviation) of the residuals, denoted by MAD*, in
each cell. Any cell with frequency less than or equal to 1 is ignored. Then assuming
that ut is fixed for the residuals in each cell, we consider estimating ot as (MAD*)t
from the model

LCTAD*= ao

+ a l x ; + a2x; + a~x;+

(Y&;)

(xi)+ a5(x;)(x3 + error

(4.42)

where x; = TEMP*, x; = MWS* and x: = AWS*. Note that in model (4.42), we
include the interaction effects of TEMP* with M W S * and AWS* as these two effects
were found to be very signiticant. h o note that the cell hequencies in each of the
216 cells are naturdy dieerent ffom each other. We downweight any point with

ce11 frequency less than 20 since the MAD of a small number of observations is less
reliable. A weight function w* is d e h e d in the form

w;=

( i th ce11&equency ) '

if i th cell frequency 3 20
otherwise.

Using these weight functions; we estimate the parameters a = (aO,
. . . ,asjT of
modei (4.42) as the solution t o a GM estimating equation of the form

where I$ is the Huber's $ function defined earlier, x; the 2-th element of the vector of covariates TEMP*, MWS* and AWS*; â* is the MAD of the residuals r,?(a)
from (4.42) and w; is defined by (4.43). Thus ut's are estimated as the fitted valiles (MAD*)t from model (4.42). Based on these estimated &'s, we fit our original
modei (4.38) for the estimates of the regression parameters P and y, and the autoregressive parameter for an AR(1) process using the G M estimation technique
discussed in section 4.2. Based on the current residuals (yt - bt), we again estimate a, using the same technique as considered earlier. We continue the two steps
until a convergence criterion is met. Note that the fitting of model (4.42) is found
to be very significant as approximately 45% of the variation in the hlAD"s can be
explained by this model. The G M estimate of a = (ao,.. . ,as)=is obtained as
â = (1.359,3.508,0.881,0.770,
-0.402, -0.367)~ with correspondhg standard error
s.e.(â) = (1.127,0.415,0.240,0.269,0.076,0.101)T.In Figure 4.4, we plot the standardized residuals ( y , - b,)/& against the meteorological variables TEMP, MWS and
AWS. Here a significant change in the pattern of the residuals is obsenied - the residuals have increased scatter throughout the plots as compared t o Figure 4.3.

-

+

In the next step, we choose an appropriate order q for the AR(q) process of the
sequence {et). Using the above procedure, we fit model (4.38) considering that the
process { e t ) follows an AR(q) model for q = 1,2 and 3. For the AR(1) model, the corresponding 4 estimate is obtained as = 0.572, whereas for AR(2) and AR(3) models
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the 4 estimates are obtained as Q> = (0.535,0.060)~and = (0.530,0.039,0.040)~,
respectively. Shen using equation (4.37), we find the corresponding robust Akaiki
Information Criterion (RAIC) for each of the three autoregressive models in order to choose the correct rnodel. The RAIC's are obtained as RAIC(1) = 0.6795,
RAIC(2) = 0.6877 and RAIC(3) = 0.6885. As RAIC is minimum at q = 1, we
choose the AR(1) mode1 for the process { e t ) .
Thiis assuming that the error (4)follows an AR(1) process , the GM estimates
of the regression parameters and the autoregressive parameter (with standard error
in parent hesis) are obtained as in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Estimates of regression parameter and autoregressive
parameter (with standard error in parenthesis) for an AR(1) process of { c t )
Parameter

Ghf

LMS

estimate

estimate

One-step G M
estimate

LS
estimate

Rom the GiCI fit, we see that the parameter estimates corresponding to the meteorological variables TEMP, MWS and AWS are highly significant. Temperature has
a significant positive association with the ozone level concentrations. On the other
hand, both moming and afternoon wind speed have significant negative associations
with the ozone levels. In fact, high temperature and Iower wind speed are associated

with high ozone level concentrations. The variables W D and AWD are negatively
associat ed wit h the ozone concentrat ions. However , the association appears to be
insignificant for AWD. The trend coefficient y1 aiso shows a negative eRect on ozone
levels, but the effect is found to be insignificant. The estimates of the seasonal pararneters and ys are found to be highly significant. In fact, the variability of ozone
concentrations is highly seasonal, with high variation in the surnmer and low variation
in the other seasons. Also the autoregressive parameter 4i has a highly significant
estimate with the value of .5?, which justifies the use of autoregressive errors in modeling the ozone concentrat ions.
To have some idea about the potential influentid observations, we consider h d ing the weights of the GM fit. Note that the GM estimating equations (4.13)
and (4.14) can be expressed as C<=,+l
v;(l/at)((yt- pc)/oc)(apt/a9) = O, where
v; = uttv((yt- ~ ( ~ ) / ( ~ ~ ) / ( ( y ~ -isp the
~ ) /weight
a ~ ) function at point t (t = q + l , . . . , n).
Xlso note that For the choice +(x) = x and wt = 1, we have v; = 1, and the G M
estimates become the classical ni1L estimates. In Figure 4.5, we plot the weights v; of
the G M estimates. From the plot, it is observed that some of the points are heavily
downweighted with weights less than .4. However, a considerable number of points
have larger weights with values greater than -6. The proportion of points having
weights less than .6 is approximately .2. Note that the weight function wc defined
in (4.12) is based on the cornmon assumption that the covariates follow a multivariate
normal distribution. In our case, some of the covariates of the meteorological variables appear to have nonnormal structure. For possible improvement of the results,
ive analyzed the ozone data set based on weight functions for transformed covariates
(for example, square root and log transformations). However, the results were found
to be very similar to that obtained from the weight functions for the original covariates. So we choose the weight functions for the original covariates in the analysis of
the ozone data.
CVe also study the one-step GM estimates of the regession parameters and the autoregressive parameters statting fkom a set of high breakdown point initial estimates
such as the least median squares (LMS) estirnates of Rousseeuw (1984). Simpson,

Weights for GM estimation

Index

Figure 4.5:Weights for the GM estimation

.

Ruppert and Carroll (1992) proposed the one-step GiM estimation in a linear regres
siori setting. We can extend this one-step GM estimation from lùiear to nonlinear
regession. Suppose 0; = (PZ,#): and cqo are the LMS estimates of eT = (PT , 4T )
and O,, respectively. Then the one-step G M estirnates of P and # can be obtained

+ iCl,' q20,
from equations (4.16) and (4.17) as P , = Po + MG' qlo and 4, =
respectively. The initial LMS estimates are obtained by minimizing the rnedian of
the squares of the residuals. Here we adopt an algorithm which uses subsamples of
size [n/2]from a sample of size n. For each subsample, we fmd the LS estimates
of the corresponding parameters. We use half of the data points in the subsamples
based on the fact that the breakdown point of the LkIS estimates is a h o s t 112
in most cases. W e n n is large, it is computationally expensive to use ail possible
subsamples of size [n/2].So in our case, we choose N = 2000 subsamples in order to
find the approxirnate LMS estirnates. Suppose, el,. . . ,éN are the corresponding LS
estirnates of 8 for the N subsamples. For each of these Bk, we find the corresponding
mcdian of the squared residuals for the original data. The L M S estirnate is chosen as
the e which minirnizes the rnedian of the squared residuals. Using similar technique,
Ive find the LIGIS estimate oto of a, fkom mode1 (4.42). The LMS estimate and the
corresponding one-step GM estimate of 8 are displayed in Table 4.1. The onestep
G d l estimates are found to be very close to the fully iterated GiCI estimates except
for the estimates of trend parameter 71 and the seasonal pararneter n. However,
t hese parameters appear to be insignificant in both estimation procedures.
Finally, we compare the robust estimates with the corresponding classical L S estimates. Note that for the choice $(x) = x, w(x) = 1 and MAD = standard deviation,
the G M estimates of
and ot become the classicai LS estimates. The
= (pT,
L S estimates of 8 (with standard error in parenthesis) are shown in Table 4.1. The
pararneter estimates corresponding to the meteorological variables TEMP and MWS
are found to be different in the L S method as compared to the Gitl and one-step GM
methods. Also the estimates of the seasonal components h,7 3 and y, are found to
be slightly different in the LS method. As we observe some iduential observations
in the data from the weight functions in Figure 4.5, the L S estimates are naturally
affected by those points and thus result in different values as compared to the Gkl

and one-step Ghl estimates. Ideally, robust fit is better than the classicai L S fit as
the robust procedure is based on downweighting the influential observations.

4.7

Discussion

In this chapter, we study the Gh.1 estimates of the regression parameters in a nonlinear regression setting with autoregressive errors. The asymptotic behavior of the
estimates has been discussed in some detail which c m accommodate a dependence
structure among the residuals. To derive the asymptotic properties of the robust estimates, we use a uniform law of large numbers and a central limit theorem valid for
tirne dependent data. The key concept employed is uniform integrabüity to ensure the
uniform convergence of a sequence. We aiso impose some mixing conditions, which
restrict the memory of a process in a fashion analogous to the role of ergodicity for
a stationary stochastic process. We show that under some regularity conditions, the
GLUest imators are consistent and follow the asymptotic normal distribution with
certain inean vectors and covariance matrices. We also study the infinitesimal behavior of the GiW estimates based on the time series analogue of Hampel's influence
function. We show that the variance function of a G M estimator can be expressed
in terms of the corresponding influence function.

In the application section of this chapter, we develop a technique to model the
scale parameter O, as a function of the covariates. This modeling of ut is found to be
effective in accommodating the heteroscedasticity of the errors. To estimate O,, Niu
(1996) proposed a model where cr, is exponentially related to the covariates. Initially,
we attempted to estimate at using the model proposed by Niu (1996). However, this
model was found to be ineffective in explainhg the heteroscedasticity of the residuals. Later, we develop a new approach which was found to be more enective than the
approach suggested by Niu (1996).

FVe apply the proposed GM estimation technique to the analysis of ground-level
ozone concentration. Ozone, an important indicator of air pollution, is a n outcome

from the emission of nonmethane hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides into the atm*
sphere. Furthermore, ozone levels are also strongly d e c t e d by the wiations in meteorological condit ions. As expected, we found kom the analysis of ozone data that
ozone concentrations axe positively related to daily maximum surface temperature
but negatively related to wind speed. Also the variability of ozone levels is strongly
seasonal. with high variation in the summer and low variation in the other seasons.
Recently, Ferri, Kelmansky, Yohai and Zamar (1999) introduce a new class of
robust estimates in a linear regression setting. These estimates, termed as generalized T (G,) estimates, are defined by minimizing the r scale of the weighted
residuals, where the weights penalize the inauential observations. We can extend
the G, estimates from linear to nonünear regression. Suppose, the random sample (y,. xr)( t = 1, . . . ,n) follow the nonlinear regression mode1 yt = h(xt;8 ) ut
wtiere ut's are i.i.d. random variables, xt7s are pdimensiond vectors of covariates
and h is a deterministic mode1 which is continuous in O for each xt. Then for
sonie weight function wt = w ( x t ) , we c m define the weighted residuals in the form
rt ( O ) = u@) w t(t = 1, . .. ,n), where ut(8) = y, - h(xt;O). The weighted h.I scale of
the residuals, Sn( O ) , is defined by

+

for some function pi and a constant dl where d < sup, pi (x), and the loss function
p; is even, bounded, nondecreasing on [O, 00). The weighted r scale, r,(B),is then
defined by

where S.(@) is defined by equation (4.45) and p; is even, bounded and nondecreasing
on [O. oo) and satisfies O < lim,,o &(u)/uK for some n > O. Finally, the G, estimate
is defined by minimizing the weighted .r scale, ê = mine r, (8). Note that for the
choice w l = . . . - UJ, = 1, the G, estimate reduces to the r estimate introduced by
Yohai and Zamar (1988).

The G, estimates are based on the strict assumption that the errors ut are i.i.d.
N ( 0 . a2)for t = 1,.. . , n. However, we are dealing with a situation where the enors
are heteroscedastic, that is, we assume that the ut are distributed as N(O,a:) (see
mode1 ( 4 . 3 ) ) . In this case, we can modify the G, estimates for known ut. If ot are
known. then we can replace rt(B) by the standardized weighted residuals r;(B) =
(ut(8)/o;)wtand then minimize ~ ~ (with
0 ) respect to 9 based on the rF(0)'s. In
practice? we need to estimate ut by using a suitable method. Estimation of ot needs
to be investigated further. A sirnilar technique as used in the analysis of the ozone
data may be adopted to find the G, estimates of a,.As a future study, it would be
interesting to see how the G, estimates behave as compared to the GiV estimates in
a nonlinear regression setting.

Chapter 5

Time Series Influence Function in
the Frequency Domain
Introduction
In chapters 2 and 4, we discussed Hampel's influence function in order to investigate
the infinitesimal behavior of a real-valued functional T ( F ), where F represents the
underlying distribution function. Hampel's influence function is considered as a tool
of studying the local stability of an estimator in terms of the effect of point-mass cont aminat ion of the data or the underlying distribution. Hastings (personal communication) introduced a new class of influence functions which are referred to as frequency
influence functions of a functional g ( F ) , where F is now considered as the cumulative
(non-normalized) power spectnim of a time series process {xt). Frequency influence
function is developed to investigate the behavior of the functional g ( F ) in terms of the
point-mass perturbation of the cumulative spectrum F. Throughout t his chapter we
will assume that F represents the (non-nomalized) cumulative power spectrum and
its derivative f represents the corresponding power spectrum of a stationary process
{x,}. In section 5.2, we give a forma1 definition of the frequency influence function.
Like Hampel's influence hinction, it is Uustrated with some examples that show that
the asymptotic tariance of an estirnator can be obtained as a hinction of its frequency
influence function. In section 5.3, we discuss some aspects of this new idea of time
series influence functions.

5.2
5.2.1

Hastings' Fkequency Influence Function
Power Spectrum of a Stationary Process

Let {xl)be a zero-mean stationary stochastic process. Shen the (non-normalized)
power spectrum of the process {xt) at frequency w , denoted by f ( w ) , is defined as

where R ( T )is the autocovariance function defined by R(T) = E(xtxt-,). In fact,
f (w)dw can be considered as the average (over all realizations) of the contribution to
the total power from components in {xt)with frequencies between w and w du.

+

The integrated (or cumulative) power spectrum, F ( w ) , defined by

is the average contribution to the total power from all components with frequencies
iess tlian or equal to W.
Note that if {xt)is observed at a discrete set of time points, Say at t = O, f1, f2, . . . ,
then the power spectrum f (w) in (5.1) c m be expressed as

where R(1) = E ( X ~ X ~(with
+ ~ )E(xt) = O) is the autocovariance function of {xt). This
function R(1) can be reexpressed as

5.2.2

Frequency Influence Function

In chapter 2, we pointed out that many oceanogaphic measurements show the i d u ence of discrete spectrum h m o n i c or tidal components and due to their relatively
large size, these c m obscure other signals (with continuous spectrum) in the data.
Frequency influence function is developed to investigate the infinitesimal behavior of
a continuous spectrum t h e series functional in terms of the point-mass contamination of the underlying spectral distribution. Suppose, an estimate of a time series
functional g = g ( F ) defined on a continuous spectral distribution F can be obtained
by evaluating g at an estimate of F. Let F ( w ) + rFG( w ) be a contamination spectral
distribution. where Fr@) represents the discrete spectrum of a harmonic process,
which has point-mas 112 at frequencies &G, that is,

Tlien the frequency influence function is defined as the directional derivat ive of the
functional g at c = 0 :

provided the limit exists. We can argue that this frequency influence function measures the effect of an infinitesimal contamination of the underlying spectral distribut ion F at frequencies fW on the estirnate of the t ime series hinctional g ( F ) , standardized by the mass of the contamination. Based on this frequency influence function,
we study some properties of a number of time series functionals which are illustrated
in the Following examples.

Example 5.2.1 Consider a time series functional of the form

where

a(X)

is a function of A. Then we have

since dF;(X) is 112 a t fG and O elsewhere. Thus from (5.6), the frequency iduence
function of g ( F ) is obtained as

It is clear that D F ( g ( F )1 W)= D F ( g ( F )( 4).Now, if
Case 1. a is real and symmetric, then

Case

II. a(-w) = ae(w),where a*(w) is the conjugate of a ( w ) ,then

where P[a(w)] represents the real part of a @ ) .
Note that an estimate of the functional

g ( F ) in (5.7) may be obtained by evalu-

ating g at an estimate of F as

gn(a) =

-

where I,,(X) is the periodogram of a tirne series process a t fiequency A. The variance

of the estimate g,(a) can be obtained as

where DF(g(F) 1 A ) is the conjugate of D F ( g ( F )1 A). Under some regularity conditions, it can be shown for a Gaussian process that

(set: Brillinger, 1981 p. 168 for details).

NOW,if D F ( g ( F )1 A) is real, the approximate

variance of g,(a) can be obtained as

wliich indicates a close relationship between the frequency influence function and the
variance of a time series functional.
Note that if we choose a(X) = edA, then equation (5.7) gives the autocovariance
fiinction

The corresponding frequency influence function is obtained from equation (5.8) as

So a point-mass perturbation of the cumulative spectnim F causes a sinusoidal perturbation of the covariance function g ( F ) = R(1).

The estimate of R(1) can be obtained from equation (5.9) a s

(see Brillinger, 1981). If {xt} follows a Gaussian process, the asymptotic variance of
~ ( 1 can
) be obtained from equation (5.12) as

Example 5.2.2 Recail the (non-normalized) power spectrum f ( w ) = ( 1 1 2 ~ x)
~ ( l ) e - " -T
~ , 5 w 5 r. For a stationaxy process {Q) (t = 1, . . . ,n). f (w)
can be estimated by

EL-,

where m is an integer less than (n - 1). It can be shown that for a suitable choice of
m (that is, make m -+ a,as n -. w 7but sutticiently slowly (relative to n) so that
(rnln) O as n + oo),&(w) is a consistent estirnate of the power spectrum f (w)
(see Priestley, 1981). The estimate jo(w) cm be cegarded as a special case of the
more general form of estimate

-

wliere to recover fo(w),~ ( s can
)
be defmed as

1, for lsl

5m

0, otherwise.
Xote that we c m also consider other estimates of f (w) by choosing ~ ( s in
) such a
way t hat it decreases gradtially rather than having the discontinuous form (5.19). In
fact. there are many difFerent forms of y(s) that can be used, which lead to consistent
estimates off ( w ) if the huiction ~ ( sdecreases
)
at the appropriate rate. y(s) is u s u d y
considered to be a real even hinction of S. The estimate j ( w ) c m be rewritten as a

weighted integral of the periodogram I,(w), where In(w) can be expressed as

which gives

for Isl 5 ( n - 1). Thus from (5.18),we now have

which may be reexpressed as

where the weight function

is the (discrete) Fourier transform of the sequence {y (s)). For most of the commonly

used sequences { ~ ( s ) } ,the function W,(O)typically is concentrated near 8 = O. Note
that if y(s) is considered a s a real even function of s, then W,@) is a real valued even
function of B. The estirnate j ( w ) in (5.22) can be considered as a l o c d y weighted
average of periodograms in the neighborhood of the frequency w. A nurnber of choices
of y (s) are available (see Priestley, 1981, p.437). It can be shown that

Now. to find the frequency domain a u e n c e function of &),

let us consider the

functional gn,,(F) =

S:n

I.V,(w - A)dF(A). Then we have

Thus the frequency influence hinction is obtained as

1
D ~ ( g n . u ( F()Y) = 5 {Wn(u - 2 )

+ kVn(w + Y))

When we estirnate the power spectnun f (w) by &), we can think of the frequency
inRuence function DF(g,,.,(F) 1 Y) as a generalized spectral window. As the weight
function CIi, is a real valued even function? using equation (5.11) it is easy to show
that for a Gaussian process, the asymptotic variance of the spectrum estimate f ( w )
caii be expressed as a function of its frequency influence function as v ( ~ ( w ) )=
Di(g,,, ( F ) 1 A) f (A)dA. This variance h c t ion can be simplified as
(4;rl.n)

Since CVn(B) + & ( O ) as n + oo, the t e m S ' Wn(w - A)CVn(w + X)f2(A)dX -r O
as n -+ oo unless w = O or n . Therefore, we may m i t e ~ ( f ( w ) ) = (1
6,,o,,)(2n/n) $
,": ÇV,?(w -A) f 2(X)dA,where
is 1 at w = O or fn and O elsewhere.

+

Note that the frequency domain influence function is directly related to the in-

fluence function of a hinctional in the time domain. To show this? let us recall the

general form of a time series functional g ( F ) defined in equation (5.7) as

<

Suppose, the time series process { z t ) is contaminated by a harmonic process as =
x, + A cos(<jt + <f), where $ is distributed as uniform(-n, n) and is independent of
{x,). Then we have

E(s;x:+,)

=

E(ztxt+, + A' c o s ( ~+
t Ip) cos(G(t + T ) + y)),

the cross-product terrns being zero, since {x,) and if are independent. Thus for the
contaminated process {sd,}, the above functional g ( F ) becomes

Now. assuming A2/2 = E and letting c

-+

0, the time domain influence function of

the functional g(F) c m be obtained as

which coincides with the frequency influence function D F ( g ( F 1)W) defined in (5.8).
So the frequency influence function of a time series functional can be obtained by
contaminat ing the original time series proces or the underlying spectral distribution.

In the following example, we investigate the behavior of a time series functional
for the case when the data follow an AR(1) process.

Example 5.2.3 Let {xt) be a stationary stochastic process which foilows the
AR(1) model: z, = &xt-i + ut, where ut is a purely random process with meon
O and variance 02. For this AR(1) model, the (non-normalized) power spectrum
can be defined as f (w) = (a2/2a) x (1/(1 - 2& cosw + 4;)). The autoregessive
parameter + i is the autocorrelation function: & = R(1)I R(O),where R(0) = O:, the
variance of xt and R ( l ) = E ( X ~ X ~ -From
~ ) . Example 5.2.1, we can find the frequency
influence function of R(0) as DF(R(0) 1 r j ) = 1. Let us consider the functionals
gi(F) = a: = R(0) and

Then we have

- R(l)

+ e cos r j

+

R(0)

-

R(l)
-

R@)

+

€

R(l)

+ c cos W

R(0)

+

R(l)
A-

€

R(Q)

Thus the frequency influence function of
0 1

& is obtained as DF(& 1

G ) = (cos5 -

)/4.
Now, we shall find the frequency influence function of the power spectrum f ( w )

of an AR(1) mode1 defined above. The power spectrum f (w) c m be rewritten as

For the functionals gl(F) = a: = R(0) and a ( F ) =

&

= R(l)/R(O),we already

Using tliese results? the frequency influence function of gz(F) = f (u) can be obtained
as

-

-

1

(1 - 241 cosw + &)(1

[(l- &)(1 - 241 cosw + 4:)

- 2#1 cos5 + 0:) + 2(1 - 9:)(cos~- 41)(cosw - 41)
27r(l- 241 cosw &)2

+

We have the AR(1) spectral estimate if we replace al by R(O) and #l by f i ( 1 ) / ~ ( 0 ) .
The spectral window is rnessy by cornparison with that in Example 5.2.2, which is a
function of w - 2 .

Note that the asymptotic variance of an estimate of the functional g ( F ) defined
by (5.27) cannot be easily calculated. For such complicated functions, we may rely on
the Taylor's series approximation of a time series functional. Consider the functional

g ( F ) and a perturbed cumulative spectnim F, : Fc = F + CG.,where G' is an
arbitrary cumulative power spectnun. Let us define

Then using 1st order Taylor's series expansion, we have

Equivalently, Rie have

d
g ( F + G') = g ( F ) + z9(F€)

I

+ remainder

(5.30)

r=O

Now. the second term on the right-hand side can be simplified under the assumption
that the functional g is Gâteaux differentiable. Note that a functional g is said to
be Gâteaux differentiable at F if there exists a linear functional L such that, for dl

G E ç,

(see Huber, 1981). For a suitable measurable function $F, the Gâteaux derivative

is usually assumed to follow

L

So we can write

d
-g(F,)
dé

= lim
h-0

dF€+h)h

provided the Gâteaux derivative exists. Thus equation (5.30) gives

Replacing G* by G - F (G is also an arbitrary cumulative power spectnun), equation (5.33) can be rewritten as

If G is near F, the remainder t e m will be negligible (see Huber, 1981 for details).
Replacing G by F, an estimate of the cumulative spectnun F, equation (5.34) gives

The comrnon choice of F is considered as ~ F ( A ) = j ( A ) d ~= I,(X)dX, where [,(A)
is the periodogram of a time series process. For this choice of F, we have from
equat ion (5.35)

Xssuming that the remainder goes to zero for suficiently large n, the asymptotic

variance of g ( ~can
) be obtained as

Using equations (5.10) and (5.11), we can show that for a Gaussian process, the above
variance function can be approximated as

Note t hat t his asymptotic variance is derived from the assumption t hat the remainder

tends to zero for large n, which is not easy t o prove. We will try to investigate the
behavior of the remainder in future.

5.3 Discussion
Frequency influence function may be considered as a tool of studying the infinitesimal behavior of a time series functional in terms of the point-mas contamination of
the underlying spectral distribution. The main difference between Harnpel's inAuence
ftinction in a time series setting as discussed in Martin and Yohai (1986) and Hastings'
frequency domain influence hinction is due to the fact that unlike Harnpel's influence
function, Hastings' hequency domain influence function is based on a particular type
of perturbations of the data or the underlying spectral distribution. For example,
frequency influence function is defmed in terms of the harmonic contamination of
the data or the point-mas contamination of the underlying spectral distribution. In
Example 5.2.2, it was shown that the frequency domain influence functions can be
derived as a particular case of the time domain influence functions. To be specific,
tirne doniain influence function reduces to frequency domain influence function in the
case where the original process {xt) is contarninated by a harmonic process {yt) as
{x, + 6 y,), where yt = cos(Wt 3) and is uniform(-T, T ) , independent of {x,).
Note that in time series analysis, it is reasonable to consider harmonic contamination
of the data as we encounter this type of contaminated data in many oceanographic
nieasurements.

+

Requency influence hinction is found to be useful in h d i n g the asymptotic variance of a time series functional. In Examples 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, it was shown explicitly
t hat the asymptotic variance of a time series functional can be obtained as a function
of its corresponding frequency influence hinction. In the case of a cornplicated time
series functional g ( F ) as illustrated in Example 5.2.3, we may h d the corresponding
asyrnpt ot ic variance using the assumption of Gâteaux differentiability of the functional g. The asymptotic variance was estabiished using the first-order Taylor's series
expansion of the functional g. However, we found it hard to prove the required assumption that the remainder of the Taylor's series expansion is negligible for large
samples. Fwther study is needed here to explore the asymptotic behavior of the
remainder .

Chapter 6
Summary
6.1

Summary

In this section, we summarize the results obtained in this thesis.
In chapter 2' we focus on robust spectrum estimation and mode1 selection
time series process, which is presumed to follow an ARMA process mixed with some
discrete spectrum tidal harmonic components. We develop an M estimation method
for est imating the power spectrum of the ARMA process by downweighting the effect of possible harmonic components. The proposed M estimators are based on the
robust likelihood function of the discrete Fourier transforms of a time series process.
This robust LikeLihood function can be related to the Huber's least favorable distribution.
As pointed out earlier, many oceanographic measurements show the influence of
harmonic tidal components, and due to their relatively large size, these can obscure
other signals in the data. Our focus was on harbor seiches, which are resonant responses of harbors to external forcing. We analyze three data sets, which consist of
sea level records at Sydney, Halifax and Yarmouth harbors of Nova Scotia, Canada.
We presume that the observed sea level record consists of two parts, the tide and
the surge, the latter being the residual obtained after removing the tide from the
record. The tide consists of a number of harmonic components. Our interest is in

the structure of the surge, in which we look for characteristics of seiche motions. As
a natural approach, one may try to remove the tidal component from the data using
a certain tidal model and then study the residual. However, the resulting residual
series often contains remnants of tidal components which are typically not distributed
in a stationary fashion. We adopt an alternative approach which downweights the
tidal components when estimating the surge. It is assumed that the surge data follow an A R M A ( p , q ) model and our goal is to estimate the power spectrum of the
ARMA process. We develop an M estimation method which is found to be usehl in
estimating the power spectrum of the surge by downweighting the effect of the tidal
component mixed with the surge. The proposed M estirnators have good asymp
totic properties. We show that the M estimators are Fisher consistent and have
bounded influence functions. Under suitable regularity conditions, the A4 estimators
are asymptotically normal with a certain mean vector and a covariance matrix The
variance of the Ad estimators can be expressed as a function of their correspondhg
influence functions. We also develop a robust model selection criterion for choosing
the appropriate orders of an ARMA process. The proposed robust model selection
and .LI estimation technique may be applied to a wide class of oceanographic data,
where we observe a strong presence of h m o n i c t i d d components in the data.
In chapter 3, we introduce a robust model selection criterion in the time domain
for choosing the appropriate order of an autoregressive process. We discuss aspects
of robust estimation as well as model selection in an autoregessive process with possible time series outiiers. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is widely used as
a classical model selection criterion. As this classical AIC is sensitive to outliers,
robust versions of this criterion have been considered by a number of authors. We
point out some drawbacks of the existing robust model selection criterion and p r e
pose a rnodified version of this criterion in order to choose the correct order of an
autoregressive process.
Note that in chapter 3, we focus on the model selection criterion for autoregressive processes. It seems important to develop a robust criterion for general ARMA
processes. The parameters of an ARMA process are very hard to estimate robustly.

When moving-average terms are present in a time series process, the CM estimates
result in unbounded influence function. As a consequence, the G M estimates and
the model selection criterion based on these estimates are not robust. So in order
to develop a robust criterion for ARMA processes, it is important to find a robust
technique for estimating the corresponding ARMA components. Much work rernains
to be done in this area.
In chapter 4. we develop a robust method for estimating the parameters in a
nonlinear regression setting with autoregressive errors. Nonlinear regression plays an
important role in many fields. Robust estimation in nonlinear regression has been
considered by a nurnber of authors. Most of the robust techniques are developed in
the case of an i.i.d. setting of the residuals. But situations in which data are collected
sequentially over time may result in substantial serial correlations in the errors. We
develop a generalized ll1 (CM) estimation method for the joint estimation of the
regression parameters and the autoregressive parameters of a nonlinear regression
model with autoregressive errors. To choose an appropriate order for the autoregres
sive error process, we extend the robust Akaike Information Criterion introduced in
chapter 3 to the case of a nonlinear regression with autoregressive errors.
We study the infinitesimal behavior of the GIII estimates based on the time series
analogue of Hampel's influence hinction. The GM estimates have bounded influence
function. We also study the consistency and asymptotic normality of the GM e s
timates in some detail. To derive the asyrnptotic results of the estimates, we use
a uniform law of large numbers and a central limit theorem valid for time dependent data. The key concept employed is uniform integrability to ensure the uniform
convergence of a sequence. We impose some mixing conditions, which restrict the
memory of a process in a fashion analogous to the role of ergodicity for a stationary
stochastic process. We show that under some regularity conditions, the G M estimators are consistent and follow the asymptotic normal distribution with certain mean
vectors and covariance matrices. We also show that the variance function of a GM
estimator can be expressed in terms of the corresponding influence function.

As an application of the proposed robust method, we analyze some ground level
ozone data which appear to have nonlineax relationship with some meteorological
variables as covariates. As the data are collected sequentially over time, there a p
pears to be a significant serial correlation in the errorç. Moreover, the error process
is found to be heteroscedastic with respect to the covariates. We develop a robust
technique to mode1 the variance of the heteroscedastic errors as a function of the covariates. The analysis shows that ozone levels are strongly affected by the variations
in meteorological conditions. It is found that ozone concentrations are positively related to daily maximum surface temperature but negatively related to wind speed.

In chapter 5, we discuss a new class of influence functions introduced by Hastings
(personal communication), which are referred to as frequency influence functions of
a funct ional g ( F), where F is considered as the cumulative (non-normalized) power
spectrum of a time series process {xt). Frequency influence function investigates the
behavior of the functional g ( F ) in terms of the point-mas perturbation of the cumulative spectrum F. Like Hampel's influence function, it has been shown with some
examples that the asymptotic variance of an estimator may be obtained as a function
of its corresponding frequency influence function.

6.2

Further Research

The robust likelihood fmction of the discrete Fomier transforms, introduced in chap
ter 2 for estirnating the power spectnim of a time series process, can be extended to
the case of a nonlinear regression with a stationary noise process. Consider a mode1
of the form

where 0 is a finite dimensional parameter, h(t 1 8 ) a nonlinear function of 0 at time
t and et a stationary noise process. Then the discrete Fourier transform gives

where uj = 27rj ln, j = 1, . .. , [(n - 1)/2]. The dC(uj)'s are approximately independent complex normds with mean O and variance 2 n n i , , ( ~ ~where
) , fEF,,(wj)represents the power spectnim of the noise process {et) a t frequency Uj. The functional
d h ( u j 1 O ) being known up to 8, the problem c m now be considered as one of nonlinear regression. T'reating the dg(wj) as exactly independent complex normals with
mean d h ( u j ( O ) and variance 27rnf,,(wj), we can establish the robust likelihood function of the d9(wj)following Huber's "Proposal 2" for a location parameter. This
robust likelihood function would be able to identify and downweight any harmonic
contamination of the stationary noise process.

In chapter 5, we introduce a new class of time series influence functions in the
frequency domain. It is illustrated with some examples that the asymptotic variance
of a time series h c t i o n a l can be expressed in terms of its corresponding frequency
influence function. F'requency influence huictions can be extended to the regression
analysis as well. ùi a regression mode1 as d e h e d in equation (6.l), it may be possible
to investigate the infinitesimal behavior of a t h e series func.cional corresponding to
the regression parameter 8 in terms of the harmonic contamination of the data or the
point-mass contamination of the underlying spectral distribution.

In chapter 4, we study the local stability of the C M estimators of nonlineax regression in terms of Hampel's influence hinction in a time series setting. The global
stability of the Ghl estimators has not been investigated in this thesis. As a tool
of studying the global stability of an estimator, its breakdown properties are inves
tigated by many authors in the case of an i.i.d. setting. In a time series parameter
estimation setting, the breakdown properties axe yet to be explored. It is important
to investigate the global stability in search of a bigh breakdown point robust estimator of a time series parameter. Much work needs to be done in this area.
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